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Division of Health Interview Statistics
INTRODUCTION
National estimates of acute illnesses and in-
juries, disability days, limitation of activity due
to chronic conditions, and measures of health
care utilization for 1978 are presented in this
report, These variables represent the basic
health items for which data were collected in
the 1978 Health Interview Survey of the civilian
noninstitutionalized population of the United
States.
The detailed tables in this report contain
data limited to age and sex categories of the
population. More detailed analyses of similar
data by other social, economic, and demographic
categories will be presented in later reports.
The text tables present data that indicate
recent trends for the major health items col-
Iectcd in 1978 as well as for the 2 previous
years. Other Current Estimates reports in
Series 10 (Numbers 119 and 126) present
detailed data for these 2 years comparable to
the data shown in this report for 1978.
Although published reports are the primary
vehicle for disseminating statistical estimates
from the Health Interview Survey, data are also
available in the form of standardized microdata
tapes. Special tabulations can also be obtained
for public use. Questions pertaining to cost,
delivery time, and availability of data should be
directed to the Division of Health Interview
Statistics.
HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE PERIOD
Acute Conditions
Acute conditions are defined as those ill-
nesses and injuries that have lasted less than
3 months and that have involved either medical
attention or 1 day or more of restricted activ-
ity. However, to counteract the effect of memory
decay, which impairs the validity of the esti-
mates, the annual incidence of acute conditions
is calculated by including only those conditions
that had their onset during the 2 weeks prior
to the interview.
During 1978 an estimated 466.5 million
acute illnesses and injuries occurred among the
civilian noninstitutionalized population of the
United States (tables 1 and 2). The incidence
rate of 218.2 acute conditions per 100 persons
for 1978 was similar to the rates for the 2
previous years (table A).
Comparison of the 1978 rates for the major
classifications of acute conditions with those of
1977 shows no significant changes. The higher
reported incidence rate for influenza in 1978
appears to be primarily responsible for the
fluctuation in the incidence rate for acute
respiratory conditions.
Table A. Incidence of acute conditions, associated disability
days, and persons injured: United States, 1976-78
Item
Acute conditions
All acute conditions .. . .... .. ... .. ..
Infective and parasitic diseases ... .. ... ...
Respiratory conditions . ... .. .. ... ... .. .. .... .
Upper respiratory conditions ... .. ...
Influenza . ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .
Other respiratory conditions . . ... .. ..
Digestive system conditions .. .. .... ... .. . .
injuries ... .. ... ... .. .... .. .. ... ... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... ...




Restricted-activity days .. ... .. .. . ... .. .. .... .
Bed-disability days ... ... ... .. .. ... ... .. .. ... ...
Work-loss days (ages 17 yeare
and over)l .... ... . .. .. ... . .. .. .. .... . ... .. ... .. ..
School-loss days (ages 6-16
years) ... ... ... ... ... .. .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... . ..
Class of accident
All classes of accident .. ... .. .... .. .
Moving motor vehicle .. . .... . .... .. .. ... ... .. .
While at work .. .. ... .. .... .. .. ... ... .. .. ... ... ... .
Home .. ... ... .. .. .. .. . ... .. .... ... .. .. ... ... . .... ... ..











































Although there was a flu epidemic in the
North Central Region of the country during the
early part of 1978,1 the effect was not sub-
stantial enough to cause an increase in the
yearly incidence rates for acute respiratory
conditions.
During 1978 acute illnesses and injuries
caused an average of 9.9 days of restricted
activity per person (tables, A, 3, and 5)—a rate
similar to that of 1977. The rate of 4.4 days in
bed per person for 1978 (tables A, 4, and 6)
was about the same as the rate for the previous
1For further details and quzd.erly estimates, see
Series 10, Number 130.
year. The rate of 4.8 school-loss days per child
aged 6-16 is similar to the rate for 1977 (tables
A and 7). The number of days lost from work
because of acute conditions among the cur-
rently employed population was similar for
1978 (table 8) and 1977–about 3?4 days per
person.
During 1978, there were approximately
68 million persons injured (table 9)–a rate of
31.6 persons injured per 100 persons (table A).
The rates tended to decrease with age, from 38.3
for children 6-16 years of age to 21.9 for adults
65 years of age and over (table 9). Associated
with these injuries were 341.6 days of restricted
activity (table 10) and 86.4 days of bed dis-
ability (table 11) per 100 persons per year,
Although the rate of persons injured decreased
with age, the number of restricted-activity and
bed-disability days per person per year associ-
ated with injuries increased with age.
Days of Disability
Table B shows days of disability per person
per year for both acute and chronic conditions
for 1976 through 1978. “Days of disability”
refers both to temporary and long-term reduc-
tion of a person’s activity due to acute or
chronic conditions. The four types of disability
days (restricted-activity, bed-disability, work-
Ioss, and school-loss days) are reported in the
health interview in association with specific
acute and chronic conditions. Although it is
possible for a particular day of disability to be
attributed to multiple conditions, the person-
day measure, used in table B, counts each day of
Table B. Days of disability par person per year, by type of dis.
ability day: United States, 1976-78
Typa of disability day I 1976 1977 1978
I I I
Davs of disability
Restricted-activity days .. .... .. .. .... .. .... ..
Bed-disability days . ... .. ... .. .. .. . ... ... ... .. ..
Work-loss days (ages 17 years
and over)l .. ... .. .. ... ... . ... .. .... .. .... .. .. ....
School-loss days (ages 6-16
years) .. .... . ... .. .. ... .. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... ... .. .















disability only once, regardless of the number of
conditions causing disability on that day. A day
of rcxtricted activity is one during which a
person reduces his or her normal activity for all
or most of the day because of an illness or
injury. Each day spent in bed for all or most of
the day is counted as a day of restricted activ-
ity, Similarly, each day lost from work or school
is a day of restricted activity. Days on which
people cut down on the things that “they usually
do for the whole day, but which were neither
bed days, work-loss days, nor school-loss days,
arc also counted as restricted-activity days.
In 1978 there were an estimated 18.8 days
of restricted activity per person as a result of
chronic and acute illnesses or injuries—a rate
similar to that of 1977. The number of re-
stricted-activity days per person per year ranged
from 11.3 days for children under 17 years of
age to 4JJ.3 for adults 65 years of age and over
(table 12). The average number of bed-dis-
ability days per person during 1978 (7. 1) was
sinlilar to that in 1977 (table B). There were
an estimated 486 million days lost from work
duc to illness or injury–5.2 days per currently
employed person 17 years of age and over per
year, u rate similar to that of 1977.
Females reported more restricted-activity,
bed-disability, and work-loss days per person
than did males during 1978, as in previous
years (table 12).
The number of days lost from school for
children 6-16 years of age during 1978 was 5.4
days pm child, the same as the 1977 rate (table
13).
Limitation of Activity
The concept of limitation of activity used
in this report refers to long-term reduction in
activity resulting from chronic disease or impair-
ment. The measurement of this concept in the
Health Interview Survey (HIS) permits one to
distinguish among (1) persons limited in or
unable to perform their major activity, (2) per-
sons limited but not in their major activity,
und (3) persons not limited. The category of
pm-sons limited in their major activity includes
those unable to carry on the usual activity
for their age-sex group, whether it is working,
keeping house, or going to school, and persons
restricted in the amount or kind of usual activ-
Table C. Percent of the total population with limitation of
activity due to chronic conditions: United States, 1976-78
I I I
Limitation of activity I 1976 I 1977 ] 1978
Percent of total
population
Limited in ail activity .. . ... .. .... . ... ... ... . .. 14.3 13.5 14.2
Limitedin major activity . . ... .. .... . 10.8 10.4 10.6
No limitation of activity ... .. ... ... .. ... .. .. 85.7 86.5 85.8
lMaj~r activity refers to ability to work, keep house, Or en-
gage in school or preschool activities.
ity for their age-sex group. Persons limited but
not in their major activity includes persons
restricted in other activities such as civic, church,
or recreational activities. Table C shows the
percent of the population with limitation of
activity for 1976 throhgh 1978.
The 1978 HIS produced an estimate of
14.2 percent of the population as limited in
their activities resulting from one or more
chronic conditions. At first glance it would
appear that the 1978 estimate of 14.2 for
persons limited reflects an increase of 5.2 per-
cent over the 1977 estimate of 13.5 percent.
However, as indicated in an earlier report
(Series 10, Number 126, page 3), there is reason
to believe that the estimate for 1977 reflected,
not a true decrease from 1976, but a proce-
dural change in the questionnaire. In 1977,
the regular HIS questions on limitation of
activity were used to screen respondents accord-
ing to whether or not they would receive a spe-
cial supplement on disability. The apparent
5.6-percent decline between 1976 and 1977 in
the proportion of the population classified as
limited in activity appears to have been due to
a change in data collection procedure.
In general, the direction of the relation-
ships between limitation of activity and age
and sex characteristics is similar in 1978 (table
14) to the direction observed in earlier years.
Utilization of Medical Services
Measures of the utilization of health services
as reported in HIS are shown in tables 15-21 and
highlighted in table D.
Information is obtained in HIS on the
hospitalization experience of each household
3





Number of discharges per 100
persons per year ... .. .... .. .. .. ... ... .. ... .. ..
Average length of stay in days . ... .. ... . ..
Percent of persons with 1 hospital
episode or more . ... ... .. .. ... ... .. .. ... ... .. ..
Dental visits
Number per person per year .. . .... .. ... . ..
Percent of persons with visits
in past year .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. .. ... ... ... . .... .. .
Physician visits
Number per person per year ... . .. .. .. .. .. .
Percent of persons with visits


























member during the 12-month period prior to
the interview. Two measures of hospitaIization
are derived from this information—hospital
discharges and hospital episodes. Differences in
the estimating procedures for these two meas-
ures are described in appendix I. Information
on hospital discharges from hospital records
is collected through the NCHS HospitaJ Dis-
charge Survey (HDS). Estimates from HDS,
published in Series 13 of Vital and Health
Statistics, will be somewhat higher than those
presented here because of differences in col-
lection procedures, population sampled, and
definitions used.
During 1978, there were an estimated 14.0
discharges from short-stay hospitals per 100
persons–the same as the rate for 1977 (tables
D and 15). The rate of discharges per 100
persons for those 65 years of age and over
(26.8) was about 4 times as high as that for
children under 17 years of age (6.9). The average
length of stay in days per hospital discharge was
7.9, or about the same as reported for the
previous year. ChiIdren and aduIts under 35
years of age experienced hospital stays averaging
about 5% days; older persons had increasingly
longer stays, with those aged 65 years and over
averaging about 11.9 days. Except for persons
under 17 years of age, males experienced longer
stays than did females,
Approximately 10.4 percent of the popula-
tion were hospitalized at least once during the
year preceding the interview (table 16). About
82 percent of these persons had only one stay
in a hospital. In 1978, persons with one hospital
episode or more spent an average of about 9.7
days per person in the hospital (table 17).
There were an estimated 342.5 million
dental visits in 1978 (table 18), or 1.6 visits per
person. This is the same rate as for 1977 (table
D). As in the past, females continued to make
slightly more dental visits per person than did
males- 1.7 and 1.4 visits per person per year,
respectively (table 18).
The percent of the population with at least
one annual dental visit in 1978 was similar to
the 1977 proportion, 49.9 and 49.7 respectively.
Detailed data on the time interval since the
last dental visit are shown in table 19. More
extensive data on dental visits can be found in
the report entitled “Dental Visits: Volume and
Interval Since Last Visit, United States, 1969”
(Series 10, Number 76).
During 1978, there were approximately 1
billion contacts with medical doctors, excluding
visits to inpatients in the hospital-an average of
4.8 visits per person (table 20). This rate is
consistent with those for the 2 previous years
(table D). The number of visits per person per
year ranged from 4.1 for children under 17
years of age to 6.4 visits for persons 75 years
of age and over. For persons aged 17 through
74 years, females had more contacts with
physicians than did males. For the younger and
older age groups (under age 17 and 75 years
and over), the rates were similar for both sexes.
ApproximateIy 75 percent of the civilian
noninstitutionalized population saw a medical
doctor at least once during the 12 months pre-
ceding the interview (table 21). This percent
has changed little over the past 3 years (table
D). An estimated 3.3 percent of the population
had not contacted a physician in 5 years or more.
More extensive data on physician visits can be
found in the report entitled “Physician Visits:
Volume and Interval Since Last Visit, United
States, 1975” (Series 10, Number 128).
SeasonalVariation
Tables 22-24 present quarterly estimates of
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ability days. Figures 1-3 show these data for
the past 6 years. The quarterly estimates of
acute conditions for 1978 closely resemble
the estimates of 1977, 1976 and 1975, but not
those of 1973 and 1974 (figure 1) because of
changes in survey procedures during the latter
2 years.2 The high rates consistently shown for
persons injured during 1975 (figure 2) probably
reflect the greater yield of reported injuries that
resulted from the inclusion of an extensive
accident probe question added to that year’s
questionnaire, but which was not included in
the questionnaires of the other years shown.
Modifications to the questionnaire do not
appear to account, however, for the fact that
the 1977 and 1978 rates of persons injured
resemble those for 1975. Restricted-activity
days and bed-disability days continued to
2For a more detailed explanation of the problem
associated with the data collection procedure for acute
conditions used during 1973 and 1974, see Series 10,
Number 100, page 1, and Series 10, Number 102, pages
2-4.
Figure 3. Disability days per person per quarter, by type of disability and sex
fluctuate in a pattern similar to that of previous
years (figure 3}.
CONTENTS OF THE 1978
QUESTIONNAIRE
Data on the incidence of acute conditions,
limitation of activity, persons injured, hospitali-
zations, disability days, dental visits, and
physician visits as well as the prevalence of
selected chronic conditions are collected an-
nually in the Health Interview Survey. A list of
publications containing detailed data on these
items for previous years is shown at the end of
the text.
The 1978 Health Interview Survey ques-
tionnaire contained several topics for which
data were not collected every year. Topics
(periodically included) surveyed during 1978
were: out-of-pocket health expenditures, health
insurance coverage, and blood donations. Addi-
tionally, the 1978 questionnaire included the
following new topics: usual source of medical
care, immunization for selected childhood
6




The information from the Health Inter-
view Survey presented in this report is based on
data collected in a continuing nationwide
survey by household interview. Each week a
probability sample of households is interviewed
by trained personnel of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census to obtain information about the health
and other characteristics of each member of the
household in the civilian noninstitutionalized
population of the United States.
During the 52 weeks in 1978, the sample
was composed of approximately 41,000 house-
holds containing about 110,000 persons living
at the time of the interview. The total non-
interview rate was about 3.8 percent—of which
2.1 percent was due to respondent refusal, and
the remainder was primarily due to the failure
to locate an eligible respondent at home after
repeated calls.
The population figures used in computing
annual rates shown in this report appear in
table 25.
A description of the design of the survey,
the methods used in estimation, and general
qualifications of the data obtained from this
survey is presented in appendix I. Because the
estimates shown in this report are based on a
sample of the population, they are subject to
sampling error. Therefore particular attention
should be paid to the section entitled, “Relia-
bility of Estimates.” Sampling errors for most
of the estimates are relatively 10w. However,
where an estimated number or the numerator
or denominator of a rate or percentage is small,
the sampling error may be high. Charts of rela-
tive sampling errors and instructions for their
use are shown in appendix I.
Certain terms used in this report are de-
fined in appendix II. Some of the terms have
specified meanings for the purpose of the
survey, For example, estimates of the incidence
of acute conditions include, with certain ex-
ceptions, those conditions that had started
during the 2-week Period prior to the inter-
view and that involved either medical attention
or restricted activity. The exceptions, listed
in appendix II, are certain conditions, such as
heart trouble and diabetes, that are always
considered to be chronic regardless of duration
or onset.
Estimates of the number of disability days
associated with acute conditions are derived
from the number of days of disability experi-
enced during the 2-week period prior to the
week of interview and include all such days
reported even if the acute condition causing
the disability had its onset prior to the 2-week
period. Disability days associated with acute
conditions are recorded on a condition basis.
If an individuzd reports more than one illness
or injury on the same day, the count of dis-
ability days will exceed the actual number of
days disabled, that is, person-days of disability.
Appendix III contains the questionnaire
used in the interview. AISO shown are the cards
used by the interviewer for asking certain
questions.
In this report, terms such as “similar” and
“the same” mean that no statistically si~ificant
difference exists between the statistics being
compared. Terms relating to difference (i.e.,
“greater,” “less,” etc. ) indicate that differences
are statistically significant. The t-test with a
critical value of 1.96 (0.05 level of significance)
was used to test all comparisons that are dis-
cussed. Lack of comment regarding the difference
between any two statistics does not mean the
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OF ACUTE CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY CONOITION GROUP, ACCOROING TO SEX: UN ITEO STATES, 1978
TABLE 1. INCIOENCE
[Dultiurc bwwdonhouseholdin terviewsof thecitilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, and
hformation onthereliabflity of theestimates aregiven in appendix I. Definitions ofterms are@enin appendix II]




SEXES I MALE I FEMALE
II I








































































































CQMMON CHILOHOOD OISEASES --------
VIRUS, N. O. S ---------------------
CITHE17 INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC















































CON D IT 10N S--------------------





PN EUMON I A----------------------




































-=-It+DENTAL CONDITION S-----------—---FUNCTIONAL ANO SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL OISOROERS,
N . E. C ---------------------------
OTHER DIGESTIVE SYSTEM































OPEN wOUNOS ANO LACER AT IONS ------
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
I NJ U R I ES-----------------------–

















































ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS ---------
OISEASES OF THE EAR---------—---
HE A OACHAS---------–---------—---
GENITOURINARY OISOROERS-----—---
DELIVERIES ANO OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERXUM----
OISEASES OF THE SK IN--------—---
OISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYS T EM-----------— -------------





























NOTES: EXCLUDEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS IN OLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL
ATTENTION.
N. O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I,figures Iand VI.
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TABLE 2. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE,
SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1978
[Data me based onhousehold intewiews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, and
tiformation onthereliabflity of theestimates aregiven inappendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
SEX AND CONOITION GROUP
UNOER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS & OVER
UNDER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS & OVER
II 1 1 1
INCIOENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
IN THOUSANOS
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER
100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES















































CON O I T 10N S--------------
INJURIES------------—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE





























































































































































ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 3B,11O 207.1
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O I SEAS ES ----------------
RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY
COND IT IONS -----------




























CON OIT ION S-----------
INFLUENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT IONS -----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONOI T ION S--------------
INJURIES -----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE















































NOTES: EXCLUOEO FE’CM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NE17HER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY N13P MEOICAL
ATTENTION.
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figures I and VI.
TABLE 3. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1978
[Dut:iwc based onhousehold interviews of thecivil.ian noninstitutionrdized population. The survey design, generaSqualifications, and




SEXES II MALE I FEMALE BOTHSEXES II MALE I FEMALE
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
IN THOUSANDS
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER lDO PERSONS PER YEAR







INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES--- 201,097 B3.5 103.9
COMMON CHILOHOOO OISEASES---—---
VIRUS, N. O. S ---------------------
OTHER INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC




































IN FLU EN 2A-------------------—---
INFLUENZA WITH OIGESTIVE
MAN I FES TAT ION S------—---—---
OTHER IN FLU EN ZA-----------—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS—---
P N EU MON I A------------—---—---























































54.7DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITIONS---—--- 104,414 48. B 42.5



















N. ~. c . -----------—--------—---
OTHER OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
C ONO IT 10 HS--—--—---------—---





OPEN !40UNOS ANO LACERATIONS---—-
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL













































OISEASES OF THE EAR---------—---
























DELIVERIES AND OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM----









OISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYS T EM---------------------—---









NOTES: N. O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure II.
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TABLE 4. DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONDITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1978
[Data are based onhousehold interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, imd
Mformation onthereliabflity of theestimates me~venk appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALE
DAYS OF BEO Disability
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
I
BOTH
SEXES MALE FEMALECONOITION GROUP








































ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS --------- 379,886
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES---
COMMON ”CHILOHOOD OISEASES-LL—---
VIRUS, N. O. S .--—-----------—---
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC

















UPPER RESPIRATORY CON DITIONS—---
COMMON COLA---------—----—---
OTHER UPPER RESPIRATORY
C OND IT IONS--—----------—----
IN FLU EN ZA-------------------—---
INFLUENZA WITH DIGESTIVE
MAN IF ESTAT ION S-----—----—---
OTHER INFLUENZA—---—---—---
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS—---
PN EUMON I A–------—--------—---




















































































FUNCTIONAL AND SYMPTOMATIC UPPER
GASTROINTESTINAL DISOROERS,
N. E . c . -------------------------
OTHER DrGESTIVE SYSTEM
C OND IT IONS----—-—--------—---
4.4
15.7
126,931 59.4I NJU R I ES-—-----—-— -------------
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS!
ANO Strains--— -----------------
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS -----
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS-------—---
OPEN WOUNOS AND LACER AT IONS ------
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL




































OISEASES OF THE EAR---------—---


















DELIVERIES ANO OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY AND THE PUERPERIUH----





oISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYST EM-------–--—-------–—---





NOTES: N. O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO: N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE Classified.
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure II.
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TABLE 5. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO QAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONOITION GROJP: UNITEO STATES, 1978
[Datumc boscdon household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey desigm, general qualifications, and
kformation ontheretiabtiity oftieestimates me~venk appendix I. Definitions ofterms aegiven inappendix II]
SEX AND CONOITION GROUP
UNDER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS & OVER
~
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAPBOTH SEXES OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOU SANOS






























O I SEAS ES ----------------
RESPIRATORY CCINDITIONS---
uPPER 17ASPIRATORY





C IINO IT ION S--------------











































































CUN CIIT ION S-----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONDIT ICINS --------------
1 NJLIR I ES-- —--------—---
ALL OTHER ACUTE





































































































IN FFCTIVE ANP PAP AS ITIC








































































RESPItl ATOR’f CON OITI12NS---
IJPPER RESPIRATORY
CONDITI OHS-----------






ALL CT HER ACUTE
CCINOIT IUNS --------------
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates sh&n in this table are found in appendix I, figure 11.
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TABLE 6. DAYS OF BE@ DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONOITIGNS AND DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS pFR
YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1978
[Data are based onhousehold interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications,and
tiformation ontherefiabfity of theestimates aregiven in appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
SEX AND CONOITION GROUP
—.—
II I I I
uNOER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS L OVER
UNDER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YFARS
AGES YEAR S YEARS YEAR S 6 CVFR
DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER
100 PEPSGNS PER YEARBOTH SEXES DAYS OF BED DISABILITY IN THOUSANOS









































DIS EAS ES ----------------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---
uPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT IONS -----------









































































CONO I T 10N S --------------
1 NJURI ES-----------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE















































































































49,375 98,472ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS- 516.1
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
O IS EAS ES ----------------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---
UPPER RESPIRATORY






















































Theappropriate relative standard errors of theestimates show inthistable are found ~appendix I, figure II.
9,8601 a,651
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TABLE 7. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER 100
CHILDREN (6-16 YEARSI PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONOITION GRCUP: UNITEO STATES, 1978
[Dutittirc birscdon household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, genersl quaMcations, and
information ontherefiabfity oftieestkates are~venk appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
CONOITION GROUP
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS --------------




UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ----------
INFLUENZA -----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ----------
GESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------------
INJURIES---------------— ---------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS --------------
~





















OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER




























The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure H.
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TABLE 8. DAYS LOST FROM WORK ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS





[Data are based on household intetiews ofthe civilian noninstitutionalizedpopulation. The survey design, general qualtilcations, and
tiformation ontheretiabfity of theestimates are@ven ti appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---=-------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS— -------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS---— -------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS— -----------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC DISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS---— ------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES----------------------—-------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS—--— -------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS— -----------
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA-------------------—-------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITIONS— -------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES----------------------------—-





























































































17 YEARS 17-44 YEARS
C OVER YEARS & OVER
11 I






















































































TABLE 9. NUMBER OF PERSONS INJUREO ANO NUMBER OF PERSONS INJUREO PER 10’2 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIDENT,
SEX, ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1978
[Data arubused onhousehold interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurveydesign,ge neralqu aliflcations,and
infornlution onthereliabflity oftlleestimates aregiven in appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
II CLASS OF AC CIOENTI I I
SEX ANO AGE
‘OTALE= UK ‘OMECTHER
BOTH SEXES NUMBER OF PERSONS INJUREO IN THOUSANDS




























































UNOER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YEA R S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S-------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S-------------------------------------























65 YEARS ANO OVER -------------------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S---------------------------------- 13,03312,928
UNDER 6 YEAR S-----------------------—----------
6-16 YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S-------------------------------------
45- b 4 Y EAR S-------------------------------------








































UNCIER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YEA RS--------------------------------------
L 7-44 YEAR S-------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S-------------------------------------

























ALL AGES-------------— ------------------- 8.1 12.1 16.2




























ALL AGE S---------------------------------- 1.9 11.7/ 11.8
I 1




65 Y EARS AND OVER -------------------------------













NuTES: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL AT TEN-
TIUN.
THE SUM OF DATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF AC CIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE THE CLASSES
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
ARE NOT
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figures I and VI.
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TABLE 13. DAYS DF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATE WITH INJURY ANO DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIOENT, SEX, ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1978
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and





OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES




























































UNDER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 Y EAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S----------------— -------------------
45-64 YEAR S -------------------------------------















UNOER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S------— -----------------------------
45-64 YEAR S-------------------------------------





































65 YEARS ANO OVER -------------------------------
33,840
57,552
BOTH SEXES OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR

















































UNOER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 Y EAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S-------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S---------------–— -------------------





















UNOER 6 YE AR S--------------— -------------------
6-16 YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S------— -----------------------------
45-64 YEAR S-------------------------------------






342.7 II 60.6ALL AGE S---------------------------------- 57.7
UNOER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 Y EAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S-------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S-------------------------------------




















NOTES: INCLUOES DISABILITY OAYS ASSOCIATE WITH CURRENT INJURIES ANO IMPAIRMENTS OUE TO INJURY.
THE SUM OF OATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE
MUTUALLY ~XCLUSIVE.
THE CLASSES ARE NOT
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure II.
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TABLE 11. DAYs OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCIATE WITH INJURY AND OAYS OF 8ED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSCNS PER YEAR, BY
CLASS OF ACCIOENTt SEX, ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1978
[Dattt arc based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix H]
SEX AND AGE
II CLASS OF ACCIOENT
HOME CTH E R
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES







38,683 34,535 42,593 5D,504 65,067














































ALL AGE S---------------------------------- 14,588
UNOER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YEAR S----------------------------—--------
17-44 YE AR S-------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S-----------—---— -------------------



















































UNDER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S-----—---------— -------------------
.45-64 YEAR S-------------------------------------







ALL AGE S-------------— -------------------
















































































UNOER 6 YEAR S---------—----------— ------------
6-16 Y EAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S-------------------------------------
45-64 YEAR S-----------------------—------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER -------------------------------
FEMALE I










65 Y EARS AN O 0 VER-------------------------------
NOTES: INCLUOES DISABILITY OAYS ASSOCIATE wITH CURRENT INJURIES ANO IMPAIRMENTS OUE TO INJURY.
THE SUM OF OATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE THE CLASSES
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
ARE NOT
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure H.
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TABLE 12. DAYS OF DISABILITY ANO DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNI”
STATES, 1978
EO
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionahzed population, The survey design, general qualifications, rmd












65 YEARS iiNO OVER-—-----------—---------—---
MALE
ALL AGES-------—-------------------—---




65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGES------— ------------------------











65 YEARS ANO OVER---------—--—-— ------------
MALE
ALL AGES--——-----— --------------------











































































DAYS OF OISA81LITY PER PERSON PER YEAR







































NOTES: WORK LOSS REPORTEO FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO PERSONS AGED 17 YEARS ANO OVER.
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure II.
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TABLE 13. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER CHILD 6-16 YEARS OF AGE PER YEAR,
BY SEX: UNITED STATES, 1978
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
AGE BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL IN THOUSANDS
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS---—----—---—--— ----- I 220,48011 104,450] 116,030
NUMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS DAYS PER CHILD PER YEAR
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS------—--------—--—--- 5.4
I
5.1 5.8
The appropriate relative atanderd errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix 1, figure II.
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OF ACTIVITY OUE TO CHRONIC
UNITEO STATES, 1978
TABLE 14. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS
OF LIMITATION ACCOROING
WITH LIMITATION
TO SEX ANO AGE:
CONDITIONS, BY OEGREE
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qutilfications, and










UITH LIMITATION wITH NO
TOTAL ACTIVITY IN MAJOR ACTIVITY





UNOER 17 Y EAR S—----
17-44 Y EAR S--—----
45-64 YE AR.S--— -----
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
MALE
ALL AGE S------
UNOER 17 YEARS ------
17-44 Y EAR S---—----
45-64 YEAR S---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
11 1 I




























































































































4,67865 YEARS ANO OVER---
NOTES: MAJOR ACTIVITY REFERS TO ABILITY TO HORK, KEEP HOUSE, OR ENGAGE IN ScHooL oR pREsc HooL ACTIVITIES.
FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION
OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P–25, ANO P-60.
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figures IV and VII.
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TABLE 15. NUMBER OF DISCHARGES FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, NUMBER OF
YEAR, NUMBER OF HOSPITAL OAYS, AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY, BY SEX
ON OATA COLLECTEC IN HEALTH INTERVIEWS IN 1978
DISCHARGES PER 100 PERSONS PER
ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, BASED
[Dtito are bfised on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and







































































































NOTES: ‘fHESE STATISTICS ARE BASEO ON OATA COLLECTEO IN HOUSEHOLO HEALTH INTERVIEWS. THEY WILL
DIFFER FROM THOSE REPORTED BY THE NCHS$S HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY ANO OTHER STUOIES BECAUSE OF
DIFFERENCES IN THE POPULATION COVEREO, THE SOURCES OF OATA, AND TYPES OF HOSPITALS INCLUOEDt E.G.?
OATA IN THIS REPORT INCLUOE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION ANO OTHER FEOERAL HOSPITALS, BUT EXCLUDE PER-
SONS WHO DIEO IN THE HOSPITAL, ANO PERSONS WITH STAYS OF LESS THAN ONE DAY.
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure HI.
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TABLE 16. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS kiITH SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL EPISODES DURING THE PAST YEAR
BY NUMBER OF EPISODES, ACCORDING TO SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, BASED ON OATA COLLECTEO IN HEALTH INTER-
VIEWS IN 1978
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
SEX ANO AGE
NUMBER OF HOSPITAL EPISODES
POPULATION
I 1 [
I NUMBER OF HOSPITAL EPISOOES
Popu-
lation
NONE 1 2 3+II INGNE 1 I d 3+
II I I I












































































































































































































































1.265 YEARS AND OVER----
NOT”ES: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25, AND P-60.
The appropriate relative standard errora of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figures IV and VII.
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TABLE 17. NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL OAYS OURING THE PAST YEAR ANO NUMBER OF OAYS PER PERSON
WITH ONE HOSPITAL EPISOOE OR MORE, BY NUMBER OF EPISOOES, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, BASEO
ON OATA COLLECTEC IN HEALTH INTERVIEWS IN 1978
,,,,,
[D:ita ;uv’hosed on household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. The survey design, general qualifications, and
information on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix II]
NUMBER OF HOSPITAL EPISOOES
SEX ANO AGE
BOTH SEXES HOSPITAL DAYS IN THOUSANOS OAYS PER PERSON WITH EPISOOES




































































































































































































65 YEARS AND OVER -----------
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure IV.
Estimrrtes of the number of hospital days shown above are based on information for the 12-month period prior to the time of inter-
view, and because of memory decay are Iower than the estimates of hospital days shown in table 15 which are based on a 6-month refer-
ence period.
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TABLE 18. NUMBER OF DENTAL VISITS AND NUMBER OF DENTAL VISITS PER PERSON PER YEARs BY AGE AND
SEX: UNITED STATES* 1978
[Data are based onhousehold interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, and
tiformation onthereliabflity of theestimates aregiven ti appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
ALL UNDER 17-24 25-44 45-64 65 YEARS
SEX AGES 17 YEARS Y EARS YEARS YEARS AND OVER









48,3861 95,4901 75t8341 27,740
I 1 I
I I
21,053 41,393 33,335 9*487
27s333 54s 096 429499 18t253
I NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR
SEXES—----------—---— ------ 1.6 ii
MALE—-—------—----—----—------—--- r1.4FEMALE —----——_— _______________ - 1.7
1.2
1.5 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.0
1.8 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.4
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure V.
TABLE 19. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRI13UTION OF PERSONS BY TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST oENTAL VISIT ACCORDING TO
SEX ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, 1978
[Datuirrc bascdon household interviews of the civilian noninstitutionrdized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, and
hformfition onthereliabKlty of theestimates aregiven in appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix H]
TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST OENTAL VISIT
TOTAL
POPULATION UNOER 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 YEARS
MONTHS MONTHS YEAR YEARS ANO OVER NEVER UNKNOWN
SEX ANO AGE
BOTH SEXES NUMBER OF PERSONS IN THOUSANOS
















































































































































-11-110,655 40,93128,916 10,88616,288 6,48229,388 11,79722,668 8,41113,394 3,355ALL AGES------------— -------UNOER 17 YEARS---— ----------------17-24 YEARS---------------–---––--–25-44 YEARS ------------------------45-64 YEARS------—---— -----------65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------ 4,0572,9524,9352, 8471,102



































100.0 24.265 YEARS ANO OVER--------––------–-
MALE
ALL AGES ---------------------
UNDER 17 YEARS-------—----— ------
17-24 YEARS ------------------------
25-44 YEARS------—--— ------------
45-64 YE AR S ------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER—-—–---— -------
FEMALE
ALL AGES-----------------—--




































































m 29.12.6O.B:: z 1.11.61.31.11.1
NOTES: FGR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATE> FoR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BuREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P–25, ANB P-60.
The appropriate reIative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure V.
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TABLE 20. NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS AND NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY AGE
AND SEX: UNITEO STATES, 1978
[Data are based onhousehold interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, and








ALL UNOER 17-24 25-44 45-64 65-74
AGES
7’5 YEARS
17 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS ANO OVER
NUMBER OF
1,016,647 II 242,441 I
PHYSICIAN VISITS IN THOUSANDS
134,8971 266,438[ 229,4391 91,203[ 52,230
7417,278 125,626 45,866 94,604 96,53B 35,057 19,587599,370 116,816 89,030 171,834 132,901 56,145 32,643
NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR
4.8 4.1 4.3 4.7 5.3 6.2 6.4
4.0 4.2 3.0 3.4 4.7 5.5 6.4
5.4 4.0 5.5 5.8 5.9 6. B 6.4
The appropriate relative standard errcirs of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure V.
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TABLE 21. NUMBER AND PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
TO SEX
OF PERSONS BY TIME INTERVAL
AND AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1978
SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VISIT ACCORDING
[Data are based onhousehold inteMewsof the civilian nonirrstitutionslized population. ThesurveY desire. ~eneral qualifications. and.
Mformation onthereliabfity of theestimates are#ven tiappendti1. Definitions ofterms-sre given inappe;dix II] ‘
TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VISIT
TOTAL
POPULATION UNOER 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 YEARS






































































































































UNOER 17 YEAR S—----—----— ------
17-24 YEARS-----------— -----------
25-44 YE AR S---—-—--—-—----—--
45-64 YE AR S----------------—--—--

























UNDER 17 YEAR S--—---—-— -------
17-24 YEAR S-----—---— -----------
25-44 YEARS---—----——-—— ------
45-64 YEARS---—-—---—--—---—-
65 YEARS ANO OVER----------— ------
BOTH SEXES PERCENT OISTR18UTION




25-44 YE AR S--—------— ------------
45-64 YE AR S------—--—--——----





















































































25-44 YEAR S---—-—---— -----------
45-64 YE AR S-----—- —---—— ------


















-1-7.1 2.57.8 1.86.1 1.66.1 1.68.4 4.27.1 4.5ALL AGES------------—---—-- 100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0100.0UNOER 17 YEARS---—-------—---—--17-24 YEARS---—-------—-—--—--25-44 YEARS-----—---—----— ------45-64 YE AR S------—---—---—--—--65 YEARS AND OVER—--——--— ------ 58.366.364.664.071.4 17.415.217.914.310.5
NOTES: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BUREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-2o, P-25, ANO P–60.
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure V.
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TABLE 22. INCIDENCE OF ALL ACUTE CONOITIONS ANO ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX ANO AGE:
UNITEO STATES, 1978
[Data are based onhousehold interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. ‘I’’hesur veydesi gn,gene mlqualification s,and
kformation onthereliabWty of theestimates are#ven in appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
SEX ANO AGE
BOTH SEXES, ALL AGES--—-—--
UNOER 6 YE ARS-----------------L---
6-16 YEARS--—-—--—-—-—-----—
17-44 YEARS-—------——-——-—--
45 YEARS ANO OVER--------------——
MALE, ALL AGES——-—-----—
UNOER 6 YEARS-------——---— ------
6-16 YE AR S------—--——---—---—
IT-44 YEARS---— -------------------
45 YEARS ANO OVER---—----—-----—
FEMALE, ALL AGES—---------—
UNOER 6 YEARS---------—-------__——
6-16 YEAR S-—-------—---— -------
17-44 YEA RS-—------—----— -------
45 YEARS ANO OVER---—----—-----—
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS
JAN.-MAR. APR.-JUNE JULY-SE PT. OCT. -OEC. JAN.-MAR. APR.-JUNE JULY-SEPT. OCT. -OEC.

























































































































NOTES: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED AC71VITY NOR MEDICAL ATTENTION.
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure 1.
TABLE 23. NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1978
[Data are based onhousehold interviews of thecitilan noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, and
bformation onthereliabflity of theestimates aregiven inappendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
SEX ANO AGE JAN.-MAR. APR.-JUNE JULY-SEPT. OCT.-DEC.
I NUMBER OF PERSONS INJURED PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER
BOTH SEXES, ALL AGES-——--—---—-— 7.8 8.0 8.5 7.4
UNDER 17 YEARS-------—-------------—------ 8.8 9.5 10.4 8.0
17 YEARS AND OVER—-—------------—-----— 7.4 7.4 7.7 7.1
MALE, ALL AGES———-—--—-----—--— 8.2 9.0 11.2 B. 5
UNDER 17 YEARS---—-—-----—–-————-— 10.5 10.4 13.5
17 YEARS AND OVER—-——---—----——----—
9.0
7.3 8.4 10.2 8.3
FEMALE, ALL AGES-—--—---—-——--— 7.3 7.0 5.9 6.3
UNDER 17 YEARS---—--—----—---------—— 7.0 8.5 7.3 6.9
17 YEARS ANO OVER------—----—---——----— 7.4 6.5 5.4 6.1
NOTES: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR
MEOICAL ATTENTION.
The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure L
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TABLE 24. DAYS OF OISABILITY PER PERSON PER QUARTER, BY SEX, TYPE OF DISABILITY, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, 1978
[Datiaare based onhousehold interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, and
information onthereliabflity of theestimates aregiven in appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
TYPE OF L31SALIILITY AND AGE
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY, ALL AGES----
UNDER 6 YEARS ------------------------------
6-16 YEARS-------—-— ---------------------
17-44 YE ARS-— -----------------------------
45-64 YEAR S-—------— ---------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER----------------—---—---
DAYS OF BEO 01 SA81LITY, ALL AGE S---------
UNDER 6 YE ARS---------——--—--------—---
6-16 YEARS-—-------— ---------------------
17-44 YE ARS-—------— ---------------------
45-64 YE ARS--------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---— ---------------------
OAYS LOST FROM UORK, 17 YEARS ANO OVER---
17-44 YE ARS-—------— -----------—---—— -
45-64 YE ARS--------- —---------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---------—-—--—-----—-
DAYS LCIST FROM SCHOOL, 6-16 YEARS---—---
80TH SEXES MALE FEMALE
t , t
JAN. - m;- JULY- OCT.- JAN .- APR.- JULY- OCT. -
MAR.
JAN.- APR. - JULY- OCT. -
SEPT. OEC. MAR. JUNE SEPT. OEC. MAR. JUNE SE PT. OEC.



































































































































































The appropriate relative standard errors of the estimates shown in this table are found in appendix I, figure II.
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TABLE 25. POPULATION USEO IN COMPUTING ANNUAL RATES SHOWN IN THIS Publication BY SEX AND AGE:
UNITEO STATES, 1978
[Data aebased onhousehold interviews of the civilian noninstitutionalized population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, and
tiformation onthereHabfity oftieesttiates aregiven ti appendix I. Definitions ofterms aregiven inappendix II]
AGE
ALL AGES ----------------------------------








45 YEARS “AND OVER-------------------— ----------
45-64 YEARS-—------—---— -------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER-----—-—--—---—— --------
65-74 YEARS-----—-----------—-------—----
75 YEARS AND OVER-—---—-------—-------—-




45 YEARS ANO OVER----------—-------------——--
45-64 YEARS-—-----------—--—---—----------
65 YEARS AND OVER--------—— -----------------

































































NOTES: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE 8UREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS
ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20t P-25?
ANO P-60; ANO BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS MONTHLY REPORT, EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS.
The appropriate relative standard errors of thecumently employed estimates sho-inthis table are found inappendix I, figure IV.
The number of personsin each age-sex category of the total population is adjusted to official Bureau of the Census figures and isnot
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Background of This Report
APPENDIX I
TECHNICAL NOTES ON METHODS
This report is one of a series of statistical
reports prepared by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS). It is based on infor-
mation collected in a continuing nationwide
sample of households in the Health Interview
Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a ques-
tionnaire which obtains information on personal
and demographic characteristics, illnesses, in-
juries, impairments, chronic conditions, and
other health topics. As data relating to each of
these various broad topics are tabulated and
analyzed, separate reports are issued which cover
one or more of the specific topics.
The population covered by the sample for
the Health Interview Survey is the civilian, non-
institutionalized population of the United States
living at the time of the interview. The sample
does not include members of the Armed Forces
or U.S. nationals living in foreign countries. It
should also be noted that the estimates shown
do not represent a complete measure of any
given topic during the specified calendar period
since data are not collected in the interview for
persons who died during the reference period.
For many types of statistics collected in the sur-
vey, the reference period covers the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week. For such a short
period, the contribution by decedents to a total
inventory of conditions or services should be




long reference period (e~g., 1
sizable, especially for older
Statistical Design of the
Health Interview Survey
General @an.-The sampling plan of the
survey follows a multistage probability design
which permits a continuous sampling of the
civilian noninstitutionalized population of the
United States. The sample is designed in such a
way that the sample of households interviewed
each week is representative of the target popula-
tion and that weekly samples are additive over
time. This feature of the design permits both
continuous measurement of characteristics of
samples and more detailed analysis of less com-
mon characteristics and smaller categories of
health-related items. The continuous collection
has administrative and operational advantages as
well as technical assets since it permits field-
work to be handled with an experienced, stable
staff.
The overall sample was designed so that
tabulations can be provided for each of the four
major geographic regions and for selected places
of residence in the United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists
of drawing a sample of 376 primary sampling
units (PSU’S) from approximately 1,900 geo-
graphically defined PSU’S. A PSU consists of a
county, a small group of contiguous counties, or
a standard metropolitan statistical area. The
PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and the
District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the
remaining stages can be combined and treated in
this discussion as an ultimate stage. Within
PSU’S, then, ultimate stage units called segments
are defined in such a manner that each segment
36
contains an expected six households. Three gen-
eral types of segments are used.
Area segments which are defined geographi-
cally.
List segments, using 1970 census registers as
the frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of
building permits issued in sample PSU’S
since 1970.
Census address listings were used for all areas of
the country where addresses were well defined
and could be used to locate housing units. In
general the list frame included the larger urban
areas of the United States from which about
two-thirds of the HIS sample was selected.
The usual HIS sample consists of approxi-
mately 12,000 segments containing about 50,000
assigned households, of which 9,000 were vacant,
demolished, or occupied by persons not in the
scope of the survey. The 41,000 eligible occupied
households yield a probability sample of about
120,000 persons.
Descriptive material on data collection,
field procedures, and questionnaire development
in the HIS has been published3 ~4 as well as a de-
tailed description of the sample designs and a
report on the estimation procedure and the
method used to calculate sampling errors of esti-
mates derived from the survey.6
~Nati~~al ce~t~~for He~th fjtati~ti~~: Health
survey procedure: concepts, questionnaire development,
and definitions in the Heatth Interview Suwey. Vital and
Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No, 1000-Series l-No. 2.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, May 1964.
4National Center for He~th statistics: Health Inter-
view Survey Procedure, 1957-1974. Vital and Health Sta-
tistics, Series l-No. 11. DHEW Pub. No. (HRA) 75-1311.
Health Resources Administration. Washington. U.S. Gov-
ernment Office, April 1975.
5U.S. National Health Survey: The statistical de-
sign of the health household interview survey. Health
Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 584-A2. Public Health Service.
Washin ton, D.C., July 1958.
$National Center for Health Statistics: Esti-
mation and sampling variance in the Health Interview
Survey. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000$ eries 2-No. 38. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, June 1970.
the
the
Collection of data. –Field operations for
survey are performed by the U.S. Bureau of
Census under specifications established by.
the National Center for Health Statistics. In a;-
cordance with these specifications the Bureau of
the Census participates in survey planning, se-
lects the sample, and conducts the field inter-
viewing as an agent of NCHS. The data are
coded, edited, and tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating procedures. –Since the design of
the HIS is a complex multistage probability
sample, it is necessary to use complex pro-
cedures in the derivation of estimates. Four
basic operations are involved.
1. Inflation by the reciprocal of the probability.
of selection. —The probability of selection is
the product of the probabilities of selection
from each step of selection in the design
(PSU, segment, and household).




inflated by a multiplication factor which has
as its numerator the number of sample house-
holds in a given segment and as its denomina-
tor the number of households interviewed in
that segment.
First-stage ratio adjustment. –Sampling
theory indicates that the use of auxiliary in-
formation which is highly correlated with the
variables being estimated improves the re-
liability of the estimates. To reduce the vari-
ability between PSU’S within a region, the
estimates are ratio adjusted to the 1970
populations within 12 color-residence classes.
Poststratification by age-sex-color. –The esti-
mates are ratio adjusted within each of 60
age-sex-color cells to an independent estimate
of the population of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjust-
ments take the form of multiplication factors
applied to the weight of each elementary unit
(person, household, condition, and
hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is






sex, color, and residence, which thereby
sampling variance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents
the population living during that week and char-
acteristics of the population. Consolidation of
samples over a time period, e.g., a calendar
quarter, produces estimates of average character-
istics of the U.S. population for the calendar
quarter. Similarly, population data for a year are
averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of
persons with speech impairments or number of
persons classified by time interval since last
physician visit, figures are first calculated for
each calendar quarter by averaging estimates for
all weeks of interviewing in the quarter. Prev-
alence data for a year are then obtained by
averaging th~ fopr quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics–namely those
measuring the number of occurrences during a
specified time period—such as incidence of acute
conditions, number of disability days, or num-
ber of visits to a doctor or dentist, a similar
computational procedure is used, but the statis-
tics are interpreted differently. For these items,
the q-uestionnaire asks for the respondent’s ex-
perience over the 2 calendar weeks prior to the
week of interview. In such instances the esti-
mated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5
times the average 2-week estimate produced by
the 13 successive samples taken during the
period. The annual total is the sum of the four
quarters. Thus the experience of persons irzter-
viewed dzm”ng a y ear–experience which actually
occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview—is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience
during the year. Such interpretation leads to no
significant bias.
Explanation of hospital recall. –The survey
questionnaire uses a 12-month-recall period for
hospitalizations. That is, the respondent is asked
to report hospitalizations which”occurred during
the 12 months prior to the week of interview.
Information is iilso obtained as to the date of
entry into the hospital and duration of stay.
Analysis of this information, and also the results
of special studies, has shown that there is an
increase in underreporting of hospitalizations
with increase in time interval between the dis-
charge and the interview. Exclusive of the hospi-
tal experience of decedents, the net underreport-
ing with a 12-month recall is in the neighbor-
hood of 10 percent, but underreporting of dis-
charges within 6 months of the week of inter-
view is estimated to be less than 5 percent. For
this reason hospital discharge data in this report
are based on hospital discharges reported to have
occurred within 6 months of the week of inter-
view. Since the interviews were evenly distrib-
uted according to weekly probability samples
throughout any interviewing year, no seasonal
bias was introduced by doubling the 6-month-
recall data to produce an annual estimate for
that year of interviewing. Doubling the 6-month
data in effect imputes to the entire year preced-
ing the interview the rate of hospital discharges
actually observed during the 6 months prior to
interview. However, estimates of the number of
persons with hospital episodes (as opposed to
estimates of the number of hospital discharges)
are based on 12-month recall data since a per-
son’s 12-month experiences cannot be obtained
by doubling his most recent 6-month
experience.
General Qualifications
Nonresponse. –Data were adjusted for non-
response by a procedure which imputes to per-
sons in a household who were not interviewed
the characteristics of persons in households in
the same segment who were interviewed.
The interview process. –The statistics pre-
sented in this report are based on replies ob-
tained in interviews with persons in the sample
households. Each person 19 years of age and
over present at the timek of interview was inter-
viewed individually. For children and for adults
not present in the home at the time of the inter-
view, the information was obtained from a re-
lated household member such as a spouse or the
mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of
diagnostic and other information collected in
household interviews. For diagnostic infor-
mation, the household respondent can usually
pass on to the interviewer only the information
the physician has given to the family. For condi-
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tions not medically attended, diagnostic infor-
mation is often no more than a description of
symptoms. However, other facts, such as the
number of disability days caused by the condi-
tion, can be obtained more accurately from
household members than from any other source
since only the persons concerned are in a posi-
tion to report this information.
Rounding of numbers. –The original tabula-
tions on which the data in this report are based
show all estimates to the nearest whole unit. All
consolidations were made from the original
tabulations using the estimates to the nearest
unit. In the final published tables, the figures are
rounded to the nearest thousand, although these
are not necessarily accurate to that detail. De-
vised statistics such as rates and percent distri-
butions are computed after the estimates on
which these are based have been rounded to the
nearest thousand.
Population jigures. -Some of the published
tables include population figures for specified
categories. Except for certain overall totals, by
age, sex, and color, which are adjusted to in-
dependent estimates, these figures are based on
the sample of households in the HIS. These are
given primarily to provide denominators for rate
computation, and for this purpose are more ap-
propriate for use with the accompanying meas-
ures of health characteristics than other popula-
tion data that may be available. With the excep-
tion of the overall totals by age, sex, and color
mentioned above, the population figures differ
from figures (which are derived from different
sources) published in reports of the Bureau of
the Census. Official population estimates are
presented in Bureau of the Census reports in
Series P-20, P-25, and P-60.
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report
are based on a sample, they will differ somewhat
from the figures that would have been obtained
if a complete census had been taken using the
same schedules, instructions, and interviewing
personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are also sub-
ject to reporting and processing errors and errors
due to nonresponse. To the extent possible,
these types of errors were kept to a minimum by
methods built into survey procedures. 7Although
it is very difficult to measure the extent of bias
in the Health Interview Survey, a number of
studies have been conducted to study this prob-
lem. The results have been published in several
reports. s-l 1
The standard error is primarily a measure
of sampling variability, that is, the variations
that might occur by chance because only a
sample of the population is surveyed. As calcu-
lated for this report, the standard error also re-
flects part of the variation which arises in the
measurement process. It does not include esti-
mates of any biases which might be in the data.
The chances are about 68 out of 100 that an
estimate from the sample would differ from a
complete census by less than the standard error.
The chances are about 95 out of 100 that the
difference would be less than twice the standard
error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2?4 times as large.
Standard error charts. –The relative stand-
ard error of an estimate is obtained by dividing
the standard error of the estimate by the estimate
itself and is expressed as a percentage of the esti-
7National Center for Health Statistics: Quality con-
trol and measurement of nonsampling error in the Health
Interview Survey. Vital and Health Statistics. Series 2-
No. 54. DHEW Pub. No. (HSM) 73-1328. Health Services
and Mental Health Administration. Washington. U.S.
Government Printing Office, Mar. 1973
8National Center for Health Statistics: Health in-
terview responses compared with medical records. Vital
and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Senes 2-No. 7.
Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government
Printing Office, July 1965.
9National Center for Health Statistics: Compari-
son of hospitalization reporting in three survey proce-
dures. Vital and Health Statktics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 8. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1965.
10Nation~ Center for Health Statistics: Interview
data on chronic conditions compared with information
derived from medical records. Vital and Health
Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 23. Public
Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing
Office, May 1967.
11 National Center for Health Statistics: The influ-
ence of interviewer and respondent psychological and
behavioral variables on the reporting in household inter-
views. Vital and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 26. Public Health Service. Washington.
U.S. Government Printing Office, Mar. 1968.
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mate. For this report, asterisks are shown for any
cell with more than a 30-percent relative stand-
ard error. Included in this appendix are charts
from which the relative standard errors can be
determined for estimates shown in the report.
In order to derive relative errors which would be
applicable to a wide variety of health statistics
and which could be prepared at a moderate cost,
a number of approximations were required. As a
result, the charts provide an estimate of the ap-
proximate relative standard error rather than the
precise error for any specific aggregate or per-
cent age.
Three classes of statistics for the health sur-
vey are identified for purposes of estimating
variances.
1. Narrow ran.qe. –This class consists of (1) sta-
2.
3.
tistics whic~ estimate a population attribute,
e.g., the number of persons in a particular
income group, and (2) statistics for which
the measure for a single individual during
the reference period used in data collection
is usually either O to 1 on occasion may
take on the value 2 or very rarely 3.
Medium range. –This class consists of other
statistics for which the measure for a single
individual during the reference period used
in data collection will rarely lie outside the
range O to 5.
Wide range. –This class consists of statistics
for which-the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data
collection can range from O to a number in
excess of 5, e.g., the number of days of bed
disability.
In addition to classifying variables accord-
ing to whether they are narrow-, medium-, or
wide-range, statistics in the survey are further
classified as to whether they are based on a ref-
erence period of 2 weeks, 6 months, or 12
months.
General rules for determining relative stand-
ard errors. —The following rules will enable the
reader to determine approximate relative stand-
ard errors from the charts for estimates pre-
sented in this report. These charts represent
standard errors of HIS data. They should be used
in preference to the charts which have appeared





Estimates Oj- aggregates: Approximate
relatit’e standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of per-
sons with a given characteristic are ob-
tained from appropriate curves, figures
I-V. The number of persons in the
total U.S. population or in an age-
sex-color class of the total population is
adjusted to official Bureau of the Cen-
sus figures and is not subject to sam-
pling error.
Estimates 01”percentages in a percent
distribution: Relative standard errors
for percentages in a percent distribution
of a total are obtained from appropriate
curves, figures VI and VII. For values
which do not fall on one of the curves
presented in the chart, visual inter-
polation will provide a satisfactory
approximation.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is a, subclass of the denominator: This
rule applies for prevalence rates or
where a unit of the numerator occurs,
with few exceptions, only once in the
year for any one unit in the denomi-
nator. For example, in computing the
rate of visual impairments per 1,000
population, the numerator consisting of
persons with the impairment is a sub-
class of the denominator, which in-
cludes all persons in the population.
Such rates if converted to rates per 100
may be treated as though they were per-
centages and the relative standard errors
obtained from the percent age charts for
population estimates. Rates per 1,000,
or on any other base, must first be con-
verted to rates per 100; then the per-
centage chart will provide the relative
standard error per 100.
Estimates of rates where the numerator
is not a subclass of the denominator:
This rule applies where a unit of the
numerator often occurs more than once
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for any one unit in the denominator.
For example, in the computation of the
number of persons injured per 100 cur-
rently employed persons per year, it is
possible that a person in the denomi-
nator could have sustained more than
one of the injuries included in the nu-
merator. Approximate relative standard




Where the denominator is the total
U.S. population or includes all per-
sons in one or more of the age-sex-
color groups of the total popu-
lation, the relative error of the rate
is equivalent to the relative error of
the numerator, which can be ob-
tained directly from the appro-
priate chart.
In other cases the relative standard
error of the numerator and of the
denominator can be obtained from
the appropriate curve. Square each
of these relative errors, add the re-
sulting values, and extract the
square root of the sum. This pro-
cedure will result in an upper
bound on the standard error and of-
ten will overstate the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference ,bet ween two
statistics (mean, rate, total, etc.): The
standard error of a difference is approx-
imately the square root of the sum of
the squares of each standard error con-
sidered separately. A formula for the
standard error of a difference,
d = .Y1 – .Y2
‘d = Jxl J’xl ) 2 -t-(X* 1’%2y
where Xl is the estimate for class 1, X2
is the estimate for class 2, and VX~ and
v~* are the reIative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula will
represent the actual standard error quite
accurately for the difference between
separate and uncorrelated character-
istics although it is only a rough approx-
imation in most other cases. The rela-
tive standard error of each estimate
involved in such a difference can be de-
termined by one of the four rules
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lThis curve represents estimates of relative standard errors based on 1 to 4 quarters of data
collection for narrow range estimates of aggregates using a 2-week reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 1,000,000 acute respiratory conditions (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative



























Figure Il. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY OR BED
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t These curves represent estimates of relative standard errors based on 1 to 4 quarters of data
collection for wide range estimates of aggregates using a 2-week reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 days of restricted activity (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard
~ error of 22 percent (read from curve A on sc~e at left side of chart), or a st~dard error of 2,200,000 (22 percent of 10,000,000).
Figure Ill. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DAYS (A);
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1The ~ume~ ~elated to ~hort.stay hospit~ days ariddischwges are based on 4 quarters of data collection for wide and narrow range estimates Of aggregates
using a 6-month reference period; the curve for population characteristics is based on 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates of aggregates.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 hospital days (on scale at bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of
10.2 percent (read from curve A on scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 1,020,000 (10.2 percent of 10,000,000). An
estimate of 1,000,000 discharges from short-stay hospitals (curve B) has a relative standard error of 7.4 percent. An estimate of




























Figure IV. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL DAYS BASED ON A
12-MONTH REFERENCE PERIOD (A), AND POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (P)l
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Il%e curve related to hospital days is based on 4 quarters of data collection for wide range estimates of
aggregates using a 1Z-month reference period; the curve for population characteristics is based on 4
quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates of aggregates.
Example uf use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 days of hospitalization in the past year (on scale at bottom of chart) has a
relative standard error of 7.8 percent (read from curve A on scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 780,000” (7.8 percent of
10,000,000). An estimate of 1,000,000 persons with 1 hospital episode or more (curve P) has a relative standard error of 5.7 percent.
Figure V. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS FOR NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN OR DENTAL VISITS BASED
ON A 2-WEEK REFERENCE PERIOD (A), AND POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS (P)l
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1The curve related to physician or dental visits is based on 1 to 4 quarters of data collection for medium range estimates of aggregates using a 2-week
reference period; the curve for population characteristics is based on 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimate of aggregates.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 10,000,000 dental visits (on scz-deat bottom of chart) has a relative standard error of 9.2
percent (read from curve A on scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 920,000 (9.2 percent of 10,000,000). An estimate of
1,000,000 persons in the Northeast Region (curve P) has a relative standard error of 5.7 percent.
Figure V1. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
















































(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
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ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE
lThese cu~es represent estimatesof relative stand~d errors of ~ercentages of acute conditions or
persons injur~d based on 1 to 4 quarters of data collection fo; narrow”range data using a2-week
reference period.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate of 10,000,000 has a relative standard er;or of 14.5 percent (read from the sc~e at the Ieft
side of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 intersects the vertical line for 20
percent. The standard error in percentage points is equal to 20 percent X 14.5 percent, or 2.9
percentage points.
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Figure V1l. RELATIVE STANDARD ERRORS OF PERCENTAGES OF
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
(Base of percentage shown on curves in millions)
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lThe~e ~urve~ represent e5timates of relative standard errorsof Percentages of Population
characteristics based on 4 quarters of data collection for narrow range estimates.
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on an
estimate of 10,000,000 has a relativestandard error of 3.6 percent (read from the scaleat the leftside
of chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 intersectsthe verticalline for 20




DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS
- Terms Relating to Conditions
Condition.-A morbidity condition, or
simply a condition, is any entry on the question-
naire which describes a departure from a state of
physical or mental well-being. It results from a
positive response to one of a series of “medica.l-
disability impact” or “illness-recall” questions.
In the coding and tabulating process conditions
are selected or classified according to a number
of different criteria’ such as whether they were
medically attended, whether they resulted in dis-
ability, or whether they were acute or chronic,
or according to the type of disease, injury, im-
pairment, or symptom reported. For the pur-
poses of each published report or set of tables,
only those conditions recorded on the question-
naire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions except impairments are clas-
sified by type according to the Eighth Revision
International Classification of Diseases, Adapted
for Use in the United States, 12 with certain
modifications adopted to make the code more
suitable for a household interview survey.
Acute condition.–An acute condition is de-
fined as a condition which has lasted less than 3
months and which has involved either medical
uttention or restricted activity. Because of the
procedures used to estimate incidence, the acute
conditions included in this report are the condi-
tions which had their onset during the 2 weeks
prior to the interview week and which involved
12 National Center for Health Statistics: ~ighth
Revision Intern a tional Classification of Diseases,
Adapted for Use in the United States. PHS Pub. No.




USED IN THIS REPORT
medical attention or restricted activity
the 2-week period. However, excluded
are some conditions which are always classi-
fied as chronic even though the onset occurred
within 3 months prior to week of interview.
These are listed below. The codes refer to
eighth revision of the ICDA, as modified by
HIS Medical Coding Manual.




140-239 –NeopIasms (benign and malignant)
240-246–Diseases of the thyroid gland
250–Diabetes
274–Gout
290-304, 305.0, 305.3, 305.5, 305.6, 308 and
309–Psychosis and certain other mental
disturbances
340, 342, 345, and 346–Multiple sclerosis and
certain other diseases of the central nervous
system
360, 362, 370, 374-376, and 377.3–Certain dis-
eases and conditions of the eye
390-409, 412-435, 438, 440, and 454-456–
Certain diseases of the circulatory system
(includes rheumatic fever, hypertension,
stroke, and all heart conditions)
492, 493, 507, and 51 8–Emphysema, asthma,
hay fever, and bronchiectasis
530-535–Ulcers and certain other diseases of
the esophagus, stomach, and duodenum
550-553–Hernia of abdominal cavity (includes
rupture)
56 l–Gastroenteritis and colitis (with exceptions)
592 and 594–Calculus of kidney, uterer, and
other parts of the urinary system
600-602–Diseases of the prostate
6 10–Chronic cystic diseases of the breast
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685, 691, 692, and 706.2–Eczema and certain
other dermatitis
710-718 (excludes 7 17.2)–Arthritis and rheu-
matism
723.3-Cyst of bone (except jaw)
740-759–AII congenital anomalies
(NOTE: Certain codes in this range are not
used by the HIS, however conditions classi-
fied as congenital anomalies will always
Condition Group
Infective and parasitic diseases . . , . . . . . . .
Common childhood diseases . . . . . . . . . .
Virus not otherwise specified . . , . . . , . . .
Other infective and parasitic diseases . . . . . . . .
Respiratory conditions . . . . . , . . . . . . .
Upper respiratory conditions . . . .
Common cold . . . . . . ,
Other upper respiratory conditions .
Influenza. . . . . . . . . .
Influenza with digestive manifestations
Other influenza . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . . .
Pneumonia . . . . . . . .
Bronchitis . . . . . . . .
Other respiratory conditions . . .
. . . . . .
.,. . ,.
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
Digestive system conditions . . . . . . . , . . .
Dental conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Functional and symptomatic upper gestrointestinal disorders
not elsewhere classifiable . . . . . . , . . ,
Other digestiva system conditions . . . . . . . .
Injuries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fractures, dislocations, sprains, and strains . . . . . .
Fractures and dislocations . . . . . . . . . .
Sprains and strains . . . . . . . . . . , .
Open wounds and lacerations . . . . . . . . . .
Contusions and superficial injuries . . . . . . . .
Other current injuries . . . . . . . . . . . .
All other acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . , .
Diseases of the ear . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
Headaches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Genitourinary disorders . . , . . . . , . . .
Deliveries and disorders of pregnancy and the puerperium . .
Diseases of theskin. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system . . . . , . .
All other acute conditions . . . . . . . . . . .
be considered chronic and are coded to the
HIS X-codes.)
Acute condition groups. -In this report all
tables which have data classified by type of con-
dition employ a 5-category regrouping plus sev-
eral selected subgroups. The condition groups






































Other acute code numbers
Figure VI 11. Acute condition groups with subgroups and ICDA codes
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hers included in each category are shown in
figure VIII.
Chronic condition. –A condition is consid-
ered chronic if (1) the condition is described by
the respondent as having been first noticed more
than 3 months before the week of the interview
or (2) it is one of the conditions always clas-
sified as chronic regardless of the onset (see list
under the definition of acute condition).
Impairment. -Impairments are chronic or
permanent defects, usually static in nature, re-
sulti~g from disease , injury, or congenital mal-
formation. They represent decrease or loss of
ability to perform various functions, particularly
those of the musculoskeletal system and the
sense organs. All impairments are classified by
mems of a special supplementary code for im-
pairments. Hence code numb,ers for impairments
in the International Classification of Diseases are
not used. In the Supplementary Code, impair-
ments are grouped according to type of func-
tional impairment and etiolo~. The impairment
classification is shown in Vital and Health Statis-
tics, Series 10, No. 48.
Incidence of conditions. –The incidence of
conditions is the estimated number of condi-
tions having their onset in a specified time pe-
riod. As previously mentioned, minor acute con-
ditions involving neither restricted activity nor
medical attention are excluded from the statis-
tics. The incidence data shown in some reports
are further limited to various subclasses of con-
ditions, such as “incidence of conditions in-
volving bed disability. ”
Onset of condition. –A condition is con-
sidered to have had its onset when it was first
noticed. This could be the time the person first
felt sick or became injured, or it could be the
time when the person or his family was first told
by a physician that he had a condition of which
he was previously unaware.
.4 c tivity-restm”cting condition.–An activ-
ity-restricting condition is one which had its on-
set in the past 2 weeks and which caused at least
1 day of restricted activity during the 2 calendar
weeks before the interview week. (See “Re-
stricted-activity day” under “Terms Relating to
Disability.”)
Bed-disabling condition.–A condition with
onset in the past 2 weeks involving at least 1 day
of bed disability is called a bed-disabling condi-
tion. (See “Bed-disability day” under “Terms
Relating to Disability.”)
Medically attended condition. –A condition
with onset in the past 2 weeks is considered
medically attended if a physician has been con-
sulted about it either at its onset or at any time
thereafter. However, when the first medical at-
tention for a condition does not occur until
after the end of the 2-week period, the case is
treated as though there was no medical atten-
tion. Medical attention includes consultation
either in person or by telephone for treatment
or advice. Advice from the physician transmitted
to the patient through the nurse is counted as
well as visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals.
If during the course of a single visit the physi-
cian is consulted about more than one condition
for each of several patients, each condition of
each patient is counted as medically attended.
Discussions of a child’s condition by the.
physician and a responsible member of the
household are considered as medical attention
even if the child was not seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition the term
“physician” includes doctors of medicine and
osteopathic physicians.
Terms Relating to Disability
Disability .–Disabilit y is the general term
used to describe any temporary or long-term re-
duction of a person’s activity as a result of an
acute or chronic condition.
Disability day. –Short-term disability days
are classified according to whether they are days
of restricted activity, bed days, hospital days,
work-loss days, or school-loss days. All hospital
days are, by definition, days of bed disability; all
days of bed disability are, by definition, days of
restricted activity. The converse form of these
statements is, of course, not true. Days lost from
work and days lost from school are special terms
which apply to the working and school-age
populations only, but these too are days of re-
stricted activity. Hence “days of restricted activ-
ity “ is the most inclusive term used to describe
disability days.
R estric ted-activity day.-A day of re-
stricted activity is one on which a person cuts
down on his usual activities for the whole of
that day because of an illness or an injury. The
term “usual activities” for any day means the
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things that the person would ordhmrily do on
that day. For children under school age, usual ac-
tivities depend on whatever the usual pattern is
for the child’s day, which will in turn be af-
fected by the age of the child, weather condi-
tions, and so forth. For retired or elderly per-
sons, usual activities might consist of almost no
activity, but cutting down on even a small
amount for as much as a day would constitute
restricted activity. On Sundays or holidays,
usual activities are the things the person usually
does on such days–going to church, playing
golf, visiting friends or relatives, or staying at
home and listening to the radio, reading, looking
at television, and so forth. Persons who have
permanently reduced their usual activities be-
cause of a chronic condition might not report
any restricted-activity days during a 2-week
period. Therefore absence of restricted-activity
days does not imply normal health.
Restricted actiwty does not imply com-
plete inactivity, but it does imply only the mini-
mum of usual activities. A special nap for an
hour after lunch does not constitute cutting
down on usual activities, nor does the elimina-
tion of a heavy chore such as cleaning ashes out
of the furnace or hanging out the wash. If a
farme_r or housewife carries on only the mini-
mum of the day’s chores, however, this is a day
of restricted activity.
A day spent in bed or a day home from
work or school because of illness or injury is, of
course, a restricted-activity day.
Bed-disability day.–A day of bed disability
is one on which a person stays in bed for all or
most of the day because of a specific illness or
injury. All or most of the day is defined as more
than half of the daylight hours. All hospital days
for inpatients are considered to be days of bed
disability even if the patient was not actually in
bed at the hospital.
Work-loss day.-A day lost from work is a
day on which a person did not work at his job or
business for at least half of his normal workday
because of a specific illness or injury. The num-
ber of days lost from work is determined only
for persons 17 years of age and over who re-
ported that at any time during the 2-week
period covered by the interview they either
worked at or had a job or business. (See “Cur-
rently employed” persons under “Demographic
Terms.”)
School-1oss day.–A day lost from school is
a normal school day on which a child did not
attend school because of a specific illness or in-
jury. The number of days lost from school is
determined only for children 6-16 years of age.
Person-da y. – Person-days of restricted
activity, bed disability, and so forth are days of
the various forms of disability experienced by
any one person. The sum of days for all persons
in a group represents an unduplicated count of
all days of disability for the group.
Condition-da y. –Condition-days of re-
stricted activity, bed disability, and so forth are
days of the various forms of disability associated
with any one condition. Since any particular day
of disability may be associated with more thah
one condition, the sum of days for conditions
may add to more than the total number uf
person-days.
Chronic activity limitation. –Persons are
classified into four categories according to the
extent to which their activities are limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. Since
the usual activities of preschool children,
school-age children, housewives, and workers
and other persons differ, a different set of cri-
teria is used for each group. There is a general
similarity between them, however, as will be




Persons unable to carry on major activity for
their group (major activity refers to ability to
work, keep house, or engage in school or pre-
school activities)
Preschool children:
Inability to take part in ordinary play
with other children.
School-age children:
Inability to go to school.
Housewives:
Inability to do any housework.
Workers and all other persons:
Inability to work at a job or business.
Persons limited in amount or kind of major




ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Limited in amount or kind of play with
other children, e.g., need special rest
periods, cannot play strenuous games, or
cannot play for long periods at a time.
School-age children:
Limited to certain types of schools or in
school attendance, e.g., need special
schools or special teaching or cannot go to
school full time or for long periods at a
time.
Housewives:
Limited in amount or kind of housework,
e.g., cannot lift children, wash or iron, or
do housework for long periods at a time.
Workers and all other persons:
Limited in amount or kind of work, e.g.,
need special working aids or special rest
periods at work, cannot work full time or
for long periods at a time, or cannot do
strenuous work.
Persons not limited in major activity but
otherwke limited (major activity refers to
ability to work, keep house, or engage in
school or preschool activities)
Preschool children:
Not classified in this category.
School-age children:
Not limited in going to school but limited
in participation in athletics or other extra-
curricular activities.
Housewives:
Not limited in housework but limited in
other activities such as church, clubs,
hobbies, civic projects, or shopping.
Workers and all other persons:
Not limited in regular work activities but
limited in other activities such as church,
clubs, hobbies, civic projects, sports, or
games.
Persons not limited in activities (includes
persons whose activities are not limited in
any of the ways described above)
Chronic mobility limitation. -Persons are
classified into five categories according to the
extent to which their mobility is limited at
present as a result of chronic conditions. The
categories are as follows:
Stays in bed. –Must stay in bed all or most of
the time.
Stays in the house. –Must stay in the house, but
not in bed, all or most of the time.
Needs help getting around. –Able to go outside
but needs the help of another person or of a
special aid such as a cane or wheelchair in get-
ting around.
Has trouble getting around freely .–Does not
need the help of another person or a special aid
but has trouble in getting around freely.
Is not limited in mobility .–Not limited in any of
the ways described above.
Terms Relating to Persons Injured
Injury condition.–An injury condition, or
simply an injury, is a condition of the type that
is classified according to the nature of injury
code numbers (N800-N999) in the International
Classification of Diseases. In addition to frac-
tures, lacerations, contusions, bums, and so
forth, which are commonly thought of as in-
juries, this group of codes includes effects of
exposure, such as sunburn; adverse reactions to
immunization and other medical procedures;
and poisonings. Unless otherwise specified, the
term injury is used to cover all of these.
Since a person may sustain more than one
injury in a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and
laceration of the scalp, the number of injury
conditions may exceed the number of persons
injured.
Statistics of acute injury conditions include
only those injuries which involved at least 1 full
day of restricted activity or medical attendance.
Person injured.–A person injured is one
who has sustained one .or more injuries in an
accident or in some type of nonaccidental vio-
lence. (See definition of injury condition.) Each
time a person is involved in an accident or in
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nonaccidental
suits in at least
violence causing injury that re-
1 full day of restricted activity or
medical attention he is included in the statistics
as a separate person injured; hence one person
may be included more than once.
The number of persons injured is not equiv-
alent to the number of accidents for several rea-
sons: (1) the term “accident” as commonly used
may not involve injury at all, (2) more than one
injured person may be involved in a single acci-
dent, so the number of accidents resulting in
injury would be less than the number of persons
injured in accidents, and (3) the term “accident”
ordinarily implies an accidental origin whereas
“persons injured” as used in the Health Inter-
view Survey includes persons whose injuries re-
sulted from certain nonaccidental violence.
The number of persons injured in a speci-
fied time interval is always equal to or less than
the incidence of injury conditions since one per-
son may incur more than one injury in a single
accident.
Terms Relating to Class of Accident”
Class of accz2Jent.-Injuries, injured persons,
and resulting days of disability may be grouped
according to class of accident. This is a broad
classification of the types of events which re-
sulted in personal injuries. Most of these events
are accidents in the usual sense of the word, but
some are other kinds of mishap, such as over-
exposure to the sun or adverse reactions to med-
ical procedures, and others are nonaccidental
violence, such as attempted suicide. The classes
of accident are (1) moving motor vehicle acci-
dents, (2) accidents occurring while at work, (3)
home accidents, and (4) other accidents. These
categories are not mutu”ally exclusive. For ex-
ample, a person may be injured in a moving
motor vehicle accident which occurred while the
person was at home or at work. The accident
class “moving motor vehicle” includes “home-
moving motor vehicle” and “while at work-
moving motor vehicle. ” Similarly, the classes
“while at work” and “home” include duplicated
counts, e.g., “moving motor vehicle-while at
work” is included under “while at work. ”
Motor vehicle–A motor vehicle is any me-
chanically or electrically powered device, not
operated on rails, upon which or by which any
person or property may be transported or drown
upon a land highway. Any object, such as a
trailer, coaster, sled, or wagon, being towed by a
motor vehicle is considered a part of the motor
vehicle. Devices used solely for moving persons
or materials within the confines of a building
and its premises are not counted as motor
vehicles.
Mouing motor vehicle accidwzt, --The acci-
dent is classified as “moving motor vehicle” if at
least one of the motor vehicles involved in the
accident was moving at the time of the accident.
This category is subdivided into “traffic” and
“nontraffic” accidents.
Tra~Sic moving mo tor vehicle accident. –The ac-
cident is in the “traffic” category if it occurred
on a public highway. It is considered to have
occurred on the highway if it occurred wholly
on the highway, if it originated on the highway,
if it terminated on the highway, or if it involved
a vehicle partially on the highway. A public
highway is the entire width between boundary
lines of every way or place of which any part is
open to the use of the public for the purposes of
vehicular traffic as a matter of right or custom.
Nontraffic moving motor vehicle accident. --The
accident is in the “nontraffic” category if it oc-
curred entirely in any place other than a public
highway.
Aronmoving motor vehicle accident. -–lf the
motor vehicle was not moving at the time of the
accident, the accident is considered a “non-
moving motor vehicle” accident and is classified
in the “other accident” category.
Accident while at work.–The class of acci-
dent is “while at work” if the injured person was
17 years of age or over and was at work at a job
or a business at the time the accident happened.
Home accident. –The class of accident is
“home” if the injury occurred either inside or
outside the house. “Outside the house” refers to
the yard, buildings, and sidewalks on the prop-
ert y. “Home” includes not only the person’s
own home but also any other home in which he
may have been when hc was injured.
Other accident.–The class of accident is
“other” if the occurrence of injury cannot be
classi~led in one or more of the first three class-
of-accident categories (e.g., moving motor vehi-
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cle, while at work, or home). This category
therefore includes persons injured in public
places (e.g., tripping and falling in a store or on a
public sidewtilk) and also nonaccidental injuries
such as homicidal and suicidal attempts. The sur-
vey does not cover the military population, but
current disability of various types resulting from
prior injury occurring while the person was in
the Armed Forces is covered and is included in
this class, The class also includes mishaps for
which the class of accident could not be
tiscertained.
Terms Relating to Hospitalization
Hospital. –For this survey a hospital is de-
fined as any institution meeting one of the fol-
lowing criteria: (1) named in -the listing of hos-
pitals in the current American Hospital Associa-
tion, Guide to the Health Care Field or (2)
found on the Master Facility Inventory List
maintained by the National Center for Health
Statistics.
Short-stay hospital. –A short-stay hospital
is one in which the type of service provided by
the hospital is general; maternity; eye, ear, nose,
and throat; children’s; or osteopathic; or it may
be the hospital department of an institution.
Hospital day.–A hospital day is a day on
which a person is confined to a hospital. The
day is counted as a hospital day only if the
patient stays overnight. Thus a patient who
enters the hospital on Monday afternoon and
leaves Wednesday noon is considered to have
had 2 hospital days.
Hospital days during the year.–The num-
ber of hospital days during the year is the total
number for all hospital episodes in the 12-month
period prior to the interview week. For the pur-
poses of this estimate, episodes overlapping the
beginning or end of the 12-month period are
subdivided so that only those days falling within
the period are included,
Hospital episode. –A hospital episode is any
continuous period of stay of 1 night or more in
a hospital as an inpatient except the period of
stay of a well newborn infant. A hospital epi-
sode is recorded for a family member whenever
any part of his hospital stay is included in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
Hospital discharge. –A hospital discharge is
the completion of any continuous period of stay
of 1 or more nights in a hospital as an inpatient
except the period of stay of a well newborn in-
fant. A hospital discharge is recorded whenever a
present member of the household is reported to
have been discharged fr~m a hospital in the
12-month period prior to the interview week.
(Estimates were based on discharges which oc-
curred during the 6-month period prior to the
interview. )
Length of hospital stay.–The length of
hospital stay is the duration in days, exclusive of
the day of discharge, of a hospital discharge.
(See definition of “hospital discharge.”)
Average length of stay.–The average fength
of stay per discharged patient is computed by
dividing the total number of hospital days for a
specified group by the total number of dis-
charges for the same group.
Terms Relating to Dental Visits
Dental visit. –A dental visit is defined as
any visit to a dentist’s office for treatment or
advice, including services by a technician or
hygienist acting under a dentist’s supervision.
Interval since last dental visit. –The interval
since the last dental visit is the length of time
prior to the week of interview since a dentist or
dental hygienist was last visited for treatment or
advice of any type.
Terms Relating to Physician Visits
Physician visit. –A physician visit is defined
as consultation with a physician, in person or by
telephone, for examination, diagnosis, treat-
ment, or advice. The visit is considered to be a
physician visit if the service is provided directly
by the physician or by a nurse or other person
acting under a physician’s supervision. For the
purpose of this definition “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians.
The term “doctor” is used in the interview
rather than “physician” because of popular
usage. However, the concept toward which all
instructions are directed is that which is
described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a
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mass basis are not included in the tabulations. A
service received on a mass basis is defined as any
service involving only a single test (e.g., test for
diabetes) or a single procedure (e.g., smallpox
vaccination) when this single service was admin-
istered identically to all persons who were at the
place for this purpose. Hence obtaining a chest
X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray trailer is not
included as a physician visit. However, a special
chest X-ray given in a physician’s office or in an
outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are
not included.
If a physician is called to a house to see
more than one person, the call is considered a
separate physician visit for each person about
whom the physician was consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the per-
son about whom the advice was sought, even if
that person did not actually see or consult the
physician. For example, if a mother consults a
physician about one of her children, the physi-
cian visit is ascribed to the child.
Interval since last physician visit. –The in-
terval since the last physician visit is the length
of time prior to the week of interview since a
physician was last consulted in person or by tele-
phone for treatment or advice of any type what-
ever. A physician visit to a hospital inpatient
may be counted as the last time a physician was
seen.
Demographic Terms
Age.–The age recorded for each person is
the age at last birthday. Age is recorded in single
years and grouped in a variety of distributions
depending on the purpose of the table.
Currently employed. –Persons 17 years of
age and over who reported that at any time dur-
ing the 2-week period covered by the interview
they either worked at or had a job or business are
currently employed. Current employment in-
cludes paid work as an employee of someone
else; self-employment in business, farming, or
professional practice; and unpaid work in a
family business or farm. Persons who were tem-
porarily absent from a job or business because of
a temporary illness, vacation, strike, or bad
weather are considered as currently employed if
they expected to work as soon as the particular
event causing the absence no longer existed.
Free-lance workers are considered currently em-
ployed if they had a definite arrangement with
one employer or more to work for pay accord-
ing to a weekly or monthly schedule, either full
time or part time.
Excluded from the currently employed popu-
lation are persons who have no definite employ-
ment schedule but work only when their services
are needed. Also excluded from the currently
employed population are ( 1) persons receiving
revenue from an enterprise but not participating
in its operation, (2) persons doing housework or
charity work for which they receive no pay, (3)
seasonal workers during the portion of the year
they were not working, and (4) persons who
were not working, even though having a job or
business, but were on layoff or looking for
work.
The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated from the Health Interview Survey (HIS)
will differ from the estimates prepared from the
Current Population Survey (CPS) of the U.S.
Bureau of the Census for several reasons. In ad-
dition to sampling variability they include three
primary conceptual differences, namely: (1) HIS
estimates are for persons 17 years of age and
over; CPS estimates are for persons 16 years of
age and over. (2) HIS uses a 2-week reference
period, while CPS uses a l-week reference pe-
riod. (3) HIS is a continuing survey with sepa-
rate samples taken weekly; CPS is a monthly
sample taken for the survey week which includes
the 12th of the month.
—ooo —
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APPENDIX 111.QUESTIONNAIRE AND FLASH CARDS
O.M. B. No. 68-R 1600; Approval Exprres March 31, 197
TICE - Information contained on thls form wh!ch would penn,t ,dent, f ,cat,on of any !ndwt dual or establishment has been .01 Iected wth a guarantee 1.
t II WIII be held ,n Stncl Confidence, WIII be used only for ?urposes stated for thus study, and WIII “Ot be d,sclosed or released to others wtho.t
cnnscnt of the l“d!wdual or tk establmhment an accordance wth sect,cm 308(d) of the Publlc H~alth SWWe Act (42 uSC 242m). Book —Of — books




u.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE Psu Segment Serial
,,.. ,.” 0. ,.s . ..s”s 1:; Perm, t
... ,.6 .,.0 . . . . ..!4. . . . . . .0. 7.,
u.S. PuBLIC HEALTH SERVICE o Address
~] ce”_sup
U.S. HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY ~J Spec,al plaCe




City State “ ‘-ZIP cod; - “ Lfne
No. _
b. IS this your mailing address? Same as 6a
f%wk box or spec!fy If different. Include ZIP code.
-.
City State ZIP code
c. SPecIal place name Sample unit number TyPe code
. YEAR BUILT ,-, Ask - IZ Do NOT Ask
When was this structure originally b.i[t?
! ; Before 4- I -70 ~‘ After 4.1-70 (Go to 9c. complete
(Continue Interwew) !f requ! red and end !nterv!ew)
Type of Ilvlng quarters _ ~ ~ Hous!ng un, t 2 [: OTHER un, t
Area seements ONLY
[_l O. Are there any occupied or vacant living quarters besides your own in this building?
Y ((III Toble X) N
. ..--- ..- . . . . . ..--. . —...-..-. .
[-1 b. Are there any occupied .r VOca.t living qu. r+ers besides your own on this floor?
Y (f,lf Table X) N
I “1 C. IS them my other building on this property for people to live i. - either occupied or v.aca. t?
Y (f!lf Table X) N
I I d. None
GO TO PROBE PAGE 2
Land use zr’ RURAL t ~ URBAN (13)
–- Regular ..!1s and Special Ploce un, ts coded 85-88 I. 6c, go [O f 1.
-- Special Place un, ts not coded 85-88 !n 6c. go to 13.
Oo You own or rent this place? rl Own r- > Rent ‘- - Rent for free
I. Ooes this place you (own/rent/rent for free) have 10 acres or more? , Y (12b) 2 N (12c J
>. Ouring the post 12 months did sales of crops, livestock, and
ofher farm products from this place amount to $50 or more? I Y (13) 2 N (f3J
:. Outing the post 12 months did soles of crops, livestock, ond
other farm products from this place amount to $250 or more? IY 2N
RmmM
How many rooms ore in this --? :
Bedrooms
14. How many bedrooms are in this --?
Count the kitchen but not the bathroom. If “None” describe In footnotes.
Area code Number
Wh~t is the telephone mtmbet I
here?
16. Was thts !ntervlew observed>
2 l–T None ,Y 2N
Interviewer’s name : Code
8. Non, nterv, ew reason
TYPE A
}
1–] Refusal - Descrtbe in a footnote ~,,, ,tem~ ,_ea
L1 No on, a, home - repeated call, i’, s:p;:;c~e-c
~ Tempera,, Iy absent - Footnote 16-19 ‘
L J Other fSPeCltylz
TYPE B
~, vacant - .0.s,,,0”,1
J vacant - seasonal
‘L-j Usual res, dence elsewhere
~; Armed Forces






❑ Unused lme of lIsctng sheet
n Demolished
~ Merged
U Outs, de segment
~ f3. IIL after APrIl 1, 1970
❑ Other (Spec,fy)z
F,!! {rem. 1-6a




). Record of calls
I





































10. What is the nome. of the head of this household? - Enter name ]n first column 10. Ftrst name
b. Whet are th~ namei of all other persons who live here? - List all persons who live here. o AGEYes * No 1c. f have listed (Read names). Is there onyone else staying hqe now, such as friends, rel.afives, or roomers? a n
d. Have I missed o.yone who USUALLY lives here but is now away from home?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D n
e. Daonyofthe peoplein this household have ohome onywhere else? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a D Last name
*Apply household membership r.ies.
f. Are any of the persons in this household now on full-time
active duty with the Armed Forces of the United States?. . . . . . . . . . I Y CoI(s). _ (Delete) 2 N
2. How is -- related to -- (Head of h~useh~ld)? 2. Relat,o”shm SEX
IM
HEAD 2F
3. What is --’ s dote of birth? (Enter date and Age, and circle Race and Sex)
3. Month Date I Year
L Ask Cond,t,on l,st_.
BED DAYS DV HOSP.
n ~:; c1 /J&;; a p~JOj
1. Record the number of Bed Days, Doctor Visits, and Hospitalizations
c c — ‘“p) — [NP)
_,”,









4. Is -- now married, widowed, divorced, separated, or never married?
0 n Under 17
4. ! n Marrted - spouse preset




3 ❑ Never married
If related persons 17 years old or over are listed in addition to the respondent, say:
H ;,.”,
0 D Under 17
● would like to have all adults who are at home take part i“ the interview. l-l 1 ~, AtlIome
--, your --, ●tc., at home now? If “Yes, ” ask: Please ask them to ioin “s.
2 ❑ Not at hcme
This surve is being conducted to collect infcwnotion cm the Nation’s health. I will ask about visits to
idoctors an dentists, illness in the fomily, and other health reloted items. (Hand calendar)
The next few questions refer to the past 2 weeks, the 2 weeks outlined in red on that calendar,
beginning Monday, (date) , and ●riding this past Sunday, (date) .
Y (5bJ
5a, During those 2 weeks, did -- stay in bed because of any illness or ini”ry? 5m. 00 N
}
If age:
------ ----- . . . . . . . - —---------------------------------- --- 17. (6)
b. During that Z-week p=riod, how many days did -- stay in bed all or most of the day?
6-16 (7)
b. _ Oays Under 6 (9)
6. During those 2 weeks, how rnony days did illness or iniury keep -- from work? 6.
(For females): not counting work around the house?
_ WL days (.9)
00 c] None (9)
7. During those 2 weeks, how many cloys did illness or iniury keep -- f,om school? 7. SL days
00 :] None 19)
If one or more days In 5b, ask 8; otherw!se go to 9
8. On how many of these -- days lost from
{~~$”’ } ‘id--
stay in bed all cmmost of the day?
Days
8. 00 ~ None
{
in bed
9.3. (NOT COUNTING the day(s)
}
lost from work )
lost from school
9.2. lY
Were there ony (other) days during the past 2 weeks that -- cut &wn on the things
he usually does because of illness or iniury?
2 N (10)
----- ----- . . . . . . ..- . . . . . ----- .
{
--- .-. ---. --. -.— . .. ----
in bed
b. (Again, not counting the day(s)
}
lost from work ) b. — Days
lost from school
During that period, how many (other) days did he cut down for os much as a day?
00 a None
If one or more days in 5-9, ask 10:, otherwise go to next person.
10a. What cmdition caused -- to
{%!:,}
Enter Condlflon In item C
during the past 2 weeks? 10.. Ask 10b
------------------------------------------ . -------- ------- . . . . . ----- ____ _____ . ., __________ _______
b. Did any other condition cause him to
{%!!b~ }d”ring’hotperi”d’ b ~Np)--------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _______________
c. What condition?
________________________________ ___ ------------------- .
. . Enter condition in lfem C (fOb)
● Fill Item C, (BED DAYS), from Sb for all perscns,
,) I u.d.r 17 0~ I Under 17 0 [: : Under !7
I I I M,, rr,. d - smwse IIrew.I d.
O:, Under 17 0 ~ Under 17
, ; Ma,,, ed - SOWS, F.,.,,., , ; : Marr, ed - spouse present ~. 1 :-j Marr, ed - ,Pau, emes$nt I C Marr,ed - SPc.use wesemt
,, I M,, rr, od - sPouse absent 6 :: I Marr, ed - SW.,, absent 6 [: Ma, r,ed - SD..., absent 6[:T Marr, ed - SW.,, absent --6 ~ Mamed - spouse absent
<l $“,,dmved 2; \Y, dov,ed 2 ; ; W,d.owed 2< W,dowed 2 ~j W,dowed
4 [ I mvmccd 4 D,wrced 4 [:; O,vo, ced 4:’ D,vorcod 4 ~ D,vorced
9 ~ ~%~ar,, !cd 5 Separated 5:: %mramd 5 ~: Sec.ara ted s c Separated
I [ I Nr?vcr mmr,, ed 3; Never rnarr, ed 3 : ~ Never marr, ed 3:: Never marr!ed ~ ~ N,”,, ~a,,, e,j
o I I L!nder 17 O;j Under !7 O ::; Under 17 o~, under 17 0 ~- Under 17
I I A, horn,. H ‘‘ “ home 1,:!A! home H ,QAth.m, ,~jAt home
2 [ I Nut at home 2 ~~ i Not at home 2~] Not at home 2 ~ N., a, h.m, 2 ~ Not at home
\ i5bJ Y (5b) Y (5b) Y f5b) Y (5b)
N
}
I f age 5.. 00 N
17+(6J
}
If age 00 N
}










Under 6 (9) b. _ Days
6-16 (7)
Under 6 (9) — Days
6-16 (7J 6-16 (7)
Under 6 (9) b. — Days Under 6 (9) _ Days Under 6 (9)
_ \VL d,,v s (8)
6. 6.
_ \VL days (8) _WL day, (8) WL days (8)
I N... (!4)
_ WL days (8)
‘( 00 ~ I None (9) 00 ~~~ None (9) 00 ; , None (9) 00 ~ None (9)
_SL d,,ys
?.
_SL day, _SL days
7.
I I I None (9)
— SL days _ SL days
00 ,_ , None (9) 00 F ! None (9) 00 :_: None (9) 00 [:1 None (9)
_ D.IY, _ Days
8.
—Days _ Days
1 I lNune 00 [: 1 None
_ Days
00 1- : None 8. 00 .: None 00 ~ None
Y 9’3. Iy IY 9.3. IY ! Y
N (10) 2 N (10) 2 N ( 70) 2 N , 10) 2 N ( 10)
-. . . - .——---— —__ —_________
_ D,,ys b, — Days —Day,
I I Non.
b. _ Days Day S
00 [ I N.”, 00 [ None ~ ,J ~ None 00 ~ N.”,
Enter co&d; l;~b m t tem C Enfer cygt; yb m #rem C Enter cy:;l;~b #n Item C Enter Cy:;tyo; m I rem C
I 0..
Enter cy:;i~o: In item C
T0..





N (NP) N (NPJ N (N.”) N (NPJ N (NP)
. —---------- .. ---- . ______________ ____ ____________ _.. .
nfw condff ton In Item C (lOb) “ i.- Enter cond[ lion In item C ( 10b) Enter Condi lion in item C ( 10b]
----
C. E nter conditmn h !tem C ( 10bj E;;;r can;! Iion in item C ( 70b)







10. During the past 2 weeks, did anyone in the family, that is you,
your --, etc., hove any (other) accidents or injuries? Y N (12)
___________________________________________________________________________ ___ -- ------------ ------- >
b. Who was this? - Mark “Accident or injury” box in person’s column. llb. ; Acc,den, o, ,n,u,y
______________________________________________________________________________ ___ ___________ ._ ---- --




d. Did anyone have any other accidents or ini.ries during that period? , Y (Reosk I lb and c) N
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- . . --- ------------------- .
If “Accident or in jury,” ask Y (Enler mwy III f!em C)
e, As o result of the occident, did - - see a doctor or did he cut down on the things he usually does? e. N
2a. During the post 2 weeks, did anyone in the family
go to the dentist? Y N (13)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ - --- ----- . ------- M-----
b. Who was this? - Mark “Dental visit” box in person’s c.alunm.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- !:: --_.;!F_V!:?:_. -_.-. ___
c. During the post 2 weeks, did anyone else in the family go to a dentist? Y (Recisk 12b and c] N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ . --- ------- . ----- . ----- .
If “Dental visit, ” ask:
d. During the past 2 weeks, how many times did -- go to a dentist? d. _No. of dental .8s,(s (NP,
Do not ask for children I yr. old and under.
Mark box or ask: 13. I ; I 2.we.sk den,a, ,,s,r
3. ABOUT how long has it been since -- LAST went to a dentist?
_- .—
2 :., Past 2 weeks not
,epor ted (12)
3 : 2 weeks-6 mm, h,
6 I ~ ] Over 6-12 ma”ths
5; ~ I year
6: 2-4 rears
7!. se years
8, Ne.er/a;e 1 or under
‘OOTNOTES
------------------
U Accldcnt .x lnl.ry
Inlury
-....--.----------





— No. of dental vIs!ts (NP,
I I I 2-week dental v,slt
-. .
2 Id PasI 2 weeks not
reported (12)
3 [ } 2 weeks-6 mcmhs
4 [ _] Over 6-12 months
5[ ~lyem
6 [ I 2-4 YC3rS
7 I I 5+ Years










m Acc,de”t or ,n,tiry Cj Accident or t“pry
. -- —_______________ ____________________
I“, ury !n,.ry
------------------ j------ ---------------
1.........-------------------U De”tat “,s,, ~1 Dental vts)t------------------ ------------------- ._______________________________________ .
_ No. of dental .,s,[s (NP) / _ No. of dental v,., ts (NP)
I
I
1 ❑ 2-w.zek dental vls, t
. . . . ..-. _________
2 ~ Past 2 weeks “ot
reported (12)
3 L~ 2 weeks-6 months
4 L J Over 6-12 nmn~hs
5 [:] I year
6 ~] 2-4 y,.,.
7 [-.l 5. years
0 [ . } Never/age I or under
I L] 2.week dental v,s, t
2 U Past 2 weeks nor
reported (1.2)
3 (___l2 weeks.-6 months
4 CZ O.=r 6-12 m..,hs
5 ❑ I year
6 L-] 2-4 year,
7 L-) 5+ years



















_ No. of dental v,$,M (NP)
I ~. l-week dental V, SIC
2 ❑ Past 2 weeks not
reported (12)
3 ~ 2 weeks-6 months
4 u Over 6—1 2 months
s L1 I year
6 U 2-4 years
7 [jj 5. years
8 ~ ~Never/age I or under
.---------- —----- -
U Acc,dem or ,n,.ry
.--- _-- ——________ .
In, ury
.- . . . . . ,_______.
.-----------.---- .
Y (Enter injury in item C
N
.--_ —____________.
~ Dental v,s, c
------------------
__________________
_No. of dental vis,u (NP)
I ~ 2+veek dental .,s, t
_________________
2 ❑ Past 2 weeks not
reported (12)
3 ❑ 2 weeks-6 nm”fhs
4 ~ over 6-12 month.
5 u I year
6 L= 2-4 >ears
7 r-’ 5+ years









4, During the past 2 weeks (the 2 weeks outlined in red on that calendar) how many times did -- see . medical doctor? ] 4. 0, c} N...
Do not count doctors seen whl Ie a paoem ,n a hospital.
}
NP
_ Number of VI S!:S
(Besides those visits)
5.. D.ring that 2.week period did .any.ane i. the family go to a doctor’s office or Y
clinic for shots, X-rays, tests, or examinations? N (16)
-- --------------------
b. Who was this? - Mark “Doctor vlslt” box In person’s column. 15b. u Doctor v,sr~
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----- . . . . —---- —----- -- —---— —-------- --- --------------------
c. Anyone el se? Y (Reosk 15b and c1
N
. .
If .. Doctor wsnt,” ask.
d. How mo.y times did -- visit the doctor during that period? d. — Number of VISIIS lNP)
6a. During that period, did anyone i“ the family get any medical advice from Y
a doctor over the telephone? N (17)
i---
b. Who was the phone call about? - Mark “Phone call”” box In person’s column. 16b. C Phone call
-------- ------ ——. ——. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------------------------------ ------ ---
c. Any calls abovt anyone ●lse? Y (Reosk 16 bandcJ
. - - -—---=-—-=:=- : :----
N
If “Phonec all,” ask
-- ---------- :------- L-..
d. Hew many telephone calls were made to get medical advice about -- ? d. —....-N.mber.f=ll. (NP)
} F,ll,.tem C,(DV), from 14-16 forallpers.ns.
U Co.d,t!on (;gpNC1,d)
Ask 17a for each person wlthvuslts lnDV box. 1= Pregnancy ( 1761)
70. For what c.nditi. ndid -- seeortalk toodoct.r during thepast2 weeks? 17.. ~] No cond,(,on
b. Did -- seeortdkto a d.actor.bout any specific condition? b. Y N (NP)
. . . __________________________________________________________________________ ___ ____________________
c. What conditioq?
Enter condition In )tem C
c. Ask 17d. . . . . . . . —. . _ -- . . . - . . ___________________ ____________________________ ___ ____________________
d. During that period, did -- seeortolk to a doctor about any other condition? d. Y (17C) N (NPJ
----- ---------------------------- .------------------ _--- ___- __-- _ —______________ ___ __________________ ._
e. During the past 2 weeks was -- sick because of her pregnancy? . . Y N (17d) ‘
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___ ____________________
f. What was the matter? f. Enter condition h Ilem C ( 17dJ
80. During the post 12 months, (thot is since (date) a year ago), about how many times did -- see or 180. 0000 Only when m h.smtal
talk to o medical doctor? (Do not count doctors seen while o patient in a hospital. ) 900 U None
(Include the -- visits you already told mc about.) _ Number of v,,, ts
-------------- .-. .--. --. ..-. . ------- . --—--—--- . .._. _-. _-________________ --—_____ ___ ____________________
b. ABOUT how long has it bee” since -- LAST saw or talked to o medical doctor? b.
Include doctors seen while a pauent In a hosp!tal.
1 n 2-week W
2 u PasI 2 weeks
“a reported
(14 and 17]
3 ❑ 2 wks.-6 rnos.
4 D Over 6-12 rno..
5 D I year







15b. ❑ Doctor v,s,t
-------------------- ---------------------
It.................------—---------------
_ Number of “, sow (NPJ d, — Number of “!S![S (NP)
H
------------------------- ------------
L~ Phone call Ibb. n Phone call
----------- -------- ---------------------
H---------..........---------------------
— Number of call. (NPJ I d. I _..— Number of calls (NP)
t I
r~ Condot,on (Item C
THEN 17d)
❑ Cond!tton ~:gNC17d)
[j I Preznancy (f7e)
---------I-4-------------------
u Pregnancy (17,)
Cl No condmon 17.3. n No cond,t,on
-- —-------------- ---- -------------------
Y N [NPJ b. Y N (NP)
Enter con::fi7: item C Enter con::~;r: item C
c.
. . ..- . . . . . .._... +_________________
Y’ N (17d)
?nfer cond/tion in item C (17d)
e.1 Y N (17d)------------- --------L Enter cc+7dition In item C ( 17d)
10 ❑ Only when in hospital
IO [:] None
_ N.?ber of vlstts
I ~ 2-week DV
. . . . . . . . . .
2 ~ I Past 2 weeks
not reported
(14 and 77)
s U 2 wks.-6 mos.
a Cl Over 6-12 mos.
5~]1 year
6 ~ 2-4 years




000 U Only when m hospttal
000 ~} None
— Number of ViS,t$
-------------------
1 u 2-week DV
---------- ---------
2 U Past 2 weeks
“.1 reported
(14 a“d 17)
3 U 2 wks.-d mos.
4 ❑ 0.., 6-12 rims,
s ❑ I y=,
6 ❑ 2-4 years




























— Number of calls (NP, I d.1 _N.mber of calls (Np,
I ,




❑ No c.anditm. 170. ❑ No condition
------------------- ---------------------
Y N (NP) b. Y N (NP)
------------------- ---------------------
““ercOnM’:7Yi’e’”c I ..1 ‘nf@rcOxH’7T’fe’”c------------------- +--, -------- ------------
Y (77c) N (NP)
II




e. Y N (17d)
.-_______ —_________ ---------------------
Enfer condition In item C (17dJ f. Enter ccmditlon In item C ( 17dJ
IOO ❑ Only when m hospital
100 ❑ None
— Number of vssirs
-------------------
I ❑ 2-week DV
-------------------
2 ❑ Past 2 weeks
not reported
(14 and 17)
3 ❑ 2 wks. -d mos.
4 •l over 6—12 m.s.
5 ❑ I year
6 u 2-4 years
7 ❑ S+ years
o •l Never
I
180. ~00 ❑ o”ly when i“ hosputal
000 ❑ None
— Number of v,sics
---------------------
b. 1 ❑ 2-week DV
---------------------
z ❑ pa= 2 weeks
not reported
/14 and 17)
3 ❑ 2 wks.-d mOS.
4 ❑ 0“.,6—12 rnos.
s ❑ I year
6 ❑ 2-4 years
7 ❑ 5+ years
o ❑ N=v=r





— Number of cal Is (NP)






Enter cond#;7: item C
__________________
Y (17c) N (NP)
Y N (17d)
_______________ L---
Enter Cmdftlm in Nem C (171
000 ❑ Only when m hospital
000 ❑ N.me
_ Number of vIs Its
------------------
1 ❑ 2-week DV
------------------ .
2 ~ Past 2 weeks
not reported
(14 and 17)
3 ❑ 2 wks.-d mos.
~ ❑ CJver 6—12 mos.
s ❑ I year
6 ❑ 2-4 years
7 ❑ 5+ years
s ❑ Never
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19a. What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - (For males): working or deing sonwthing else? 19.
If “somethtng else,” ask: (For females): keeping house, working, or doing h
I mWorklncfz4aJ
b. Whet was -- doing? something else?
B. 2 m Keeping house (24b)
Ages
17+ If 45+ years and was not “working,” “keeping house,” or ‘-going to schOOl, ” ask:
3 D Ret,:ed, health (23)
c. Is -- retired? 4 Cl R=tgrcd, ocher (23J
d. If “retired, ” ask: Oid he retire because of his h=alth? s ❑ ~lng LO $choOf 126J
--------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------
20m What was -- doing MOST OF THE PAST 12 MONTHS - going to school or doing something else?
6 D 17+ someth,nz else (23)
Ages
6-16
If “something else, ” ask: 7 a 6-16 somethmg else (25,
b. What was -- doing?--------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ----- ---
Ages
-------------------------
0 ❑ I -5 years (21)
under 6 0 ❑ Under I (22)
10. fs -- oble to take port at all in ordinary PIOY with other children? 21.. Y I N (28)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. IS he limited in the fond of Play he con do because of his health?
___ -------------------
b. 2 Y (28)_______________________________________________________________________________ ---
N
-------------------
C. IS he limited in the amount of PIOY because .f his health? e. 2 Y (28) N (27)
20. IS -- limited in any way because of his health? 22.. ~Y 5 N [NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- --------------------
b. In what way is he limited? Record limitation, not condit!on. b. (28)
30. Ooes -- health now keep him from working? 23.. I Y (28) N
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Is he limited in the k,nd of work he could do because of his health?
-- . ----- —-------------




c. fs he limited in the amount of work he could do because of his health? 2 Y (28) N-: --------------------
d. IS he limited in the ktnd or amount of ?ther Octlvities because of his heolth? d. 3 Y (28) N (27)
40. Ooes -- NOW hove o iob? 24.. Y (24c) N-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. f. terms of health, is -- NOW able to (work - keep house) at all?
_- --------------------
b. Y ! N (28]
------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- -- --------------------
c. fs he limited in the kind of (work - housework) he can do because of his health? 2 Y [28)------------------------------------------------------------------------------- N-: --------------------
d. Is he limited in the cmount of (work – housework) he can do because of his health? d. 2 Y (28)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- N
e. IS he limited in the kind or amount of other activities because of his health? e. 3 Y (28) N (27)
5. In terms of health would -- be able to gO tO schOOi? 25. Y 1 N (.?8)
60. Does (would) -- have to go to a certain type of school because of his health? 26.. 2 Y (28) N
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Is he (would he be) limited in school attendance because of his health?
-- --------------------
b. 2 Y (28) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- --------------------
c. Is he limited in the kind or amount of other octlv ities because of his health? . . 3 Y (28) N
7.. Is -- limited in ANY WAY because of a disability or health? 27.. 4Y s N (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- ---.. --. -- —------------
b. In what wa,y is he limited? Record Iimltation, not condition. b.
{
been limited in --
8.. About how long has he been unable to –-
}
000 m L.ss than I month
z. .
had to go tO o certoin type of school? I — Mos. 2 _ Yr!
------------------------------ ——.-. --------------------------------------------
b. What (other) condition causes this limitation?
-- ______________________
b. Enter .somovt#on {n Item C
Ask 28c
If “old age” only, ask: Is this limitation caused by any specific condition? Q Old age only (NPJ
________________________________________________________________________ ------ ----- -----------------------






Mark box or ask:
❑ Only I c.”d, uon
d. Which of these conditions, would you say is the MAIN cause of his limitation? d. E“cer main cond~t,on
-
I ~ Working (24E)
2 [1 Keeplnz house (24b)
3 ~ Rwred. health (23)
4 m Retired, other (23)
5 ~ Gmng to school (26)
6 ~ l?+ somethtng else (23)
7 ~ 6-16 something else (2:
Y I N (28)
2 Y (28) N
2 Y (X7) N (27)
!Y 5 N (NP)
. . . ...--.---.-.-..=.. .
(28)
1 Y (28) N
------------------ .
2 Y (2.9) N
2 Y (28) N
3 Y fza) N (27)
Y (24cI N
-------- -------- .
Y I N (28)
------------- -
2 Y (28) N
2 Y (2.9) N
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y ! N (28)
2 Y (28) N
. ., ------------- . .
2 Y (2’9) N
-------------------
3 Y 128) N
*Y 5 N (NPJ
00 El Lass than I month
I _ Mos. 2 _ Yrs
-------------------
Entw condttlon In /tern c
Ask 28c


















































1 m Working (24a)
2 ~] KceP,w house (24bJ
3 m Ret, red, health (23)
4m Retored.therfz3)
5 ~ Gotng m school (26)
6 m 17+ wmthmg else (23)
7~ 6-16 smeth!. g .ls. (25
.-- —_--- —-_-- _— ----
0 ~ I -5 years (21)
o ❑ Under I 122)
Y’ ! N (28)
------------ —-----
2 Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y {28) N (27)
IY s N (NP)
-------------------
(28)
1 Y (28) N
---------- ..-- _— ----
2 Y (28) N
------------------
2 Y (227) N
------------------
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y (24cJ N
------------------
Y ! N (28)
------------------
2 Y (28) N
---- ..-.
2 Y (28) N
------------------
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y ! N (28)
2 Y (28) N
2 Y (28) N
------------------
3 Y (26) N
4Y s N (NPJ
------------- -----
10 ~ Less than I rnomh
I —Mos. 2_ Yrs.
----------- ~------
Enter CLmdlti.m m Item C
Ask 28c




n Only I ccnd,cmn
Enter main conditto.
I m Work, ng (24a)
2 ❑ Keeping house (24b)
3 D Ret, red. health f23J
~ m Ret! ‘cd. oth=r (23)
s C? GOIn S to $chOol (26)
6 ~, 17+, somethmg else (23,
7 m 6-16 sommh,. g ●lse (2:
~nT=5;:=F,_(2fi ._ ._-.
0 ~ under I (22)
Y I N (28)
--_ ——-___— —______ -
2 Y (28) N
-----------------
z Y (28) N (27)
IY s N (NP)
-- —---. . —--.-—---
(28)
I Y (28) N
--__ --. ——_--__ —_- .
2 Y (28) N
2 Y (28) N
-------- —-------- .
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y (24cJ N
. ..- —---. ----- ——- -
Y I N (28)
-. —--- . --------
2 Y (28) N
----------------- .
2 Y (28) N
-.------ ..--- .—. - -
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y 1 N (28)
2 Y (28) N
. ---- —------ —-----
2 Y (28) N
------------------
3 Y (28) N
4Y s N (NPJ
---. . ---- .----—---
0 ~ Less than 1 month
I — Mos. 2—YCS.
--------------- ---
Emer cond,t #On on ,lem C
Ask 28c
~ Old age .mly lNPJ
Y (Reask N
28b and c)













































I ~ Work,.g (24a)
2 D K=PIW house (24bJ
3 ❑ Ret, red, health (23)
4 ~ Ret, red. other (23/
5 m GOIn K (O ,chOOl (26)
6 ❑ [7+ someth, ng else (23)
7 ~ 6-16 scmmthmg else(25
---
‘o–~ I -5J;aTs (21)
0 ❑ Under I (22)
Y I N (26)
-__——-_--_—-____—-
2 Y (28) N
-- _ - —---- —--------
2 Y (26’) N (27)
,Y 5 N (NP)
--. .--. .. —--. .— ---
(28)
I Y (28) N
__-- ——_-. —--__ ——_-
2 Y (28) N
___. _—_--— —_______
2 Y (28) N
._-- _--__ —________
3 Y (28) N (27)
Y (24cJ N
-_. ._-_. .--_ -__ —_-
Y I N (28)
-- —-___ --___ —_____
2 Y (28) N
2 Y (28) N
, g Wo,k, ni (24a)
2 ~] Keeping house (24b)
3 cl Ret, red, health (23)
4 ~, Ret, red. ocher (23)
5 D Goo”g to school (26)
6 m 17+ someth, ”z =1S, (23)
7 ~] 6-16 smeth, ng ,ls, (2:
Y t N (28)
-_ —---- —.___ -—----
2 Y (28) N
z Y (28) N (27)
,Y 5 N (NP)
(281
I Y (28) N




3 Y f26) N ’27)
Y (z#c/ N
__________________
Y ! N (28)
__________________
2YZ5 N
. - . --- —___________
2Y2; N
.. —-. ---
3 Y (28) N 1271 3 Y ;: N (27)
Y tN2: Y , N (28)
Z Y (26) N 2 Y ,28) N
- __’ ________________________________ . . . .
2 Y (28) \ 2 Y (28) N
._--_---------.—.-- -------------------
9 Y ,281 N 3 Y (28) N
,Y 5 N ,NP) 4Y 5 N (NP)
-----
—.
0 ,. L=SS than I month 000 ~ Less rha. 1 month
i — Mos. 2—Yts. t — Mos. 2_ Yrs.
.. —---------------- -------------------
Enter Kmdttm. m !tem C E.t.?f condltton m Item C
Ask 28c Ask 28c
~] O!d age only (NPI ~ Old ace only (NP,
__________________ -------------------
Y (Reask N Y (Reask N
28b and c) 28b and c)
------------------- _ ---- _ - —-----------
~ Only I cmd,ttm D Only 1 Condacaon
Enter mat. c.and, tm. Entec ma,. co”d, tmn
65
.-.--.-----------:-------:--:----!2:!---!H:2!:------------------------.---_--k!2l_._--I___290. Was -- a patient in o hc.sptt.al at any tmw s,nce
b. How many times was -- in o hospital since (date) a y*ar ago? b. _ T8mes (l(em C)
i
30a. Wms ony.an. in the family in a nursing homr, convalescent honm, or
similar plocc since (date) a yeor ago? Y N (31)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- ------ -.
b. Who was this? - C8rcle “’f” in person’s column. 30b. Y
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------------------ .
If “Y,” ask:
c. During thot period, how many times was -- in a nursing home or similar ploce? c. _ Tmms (Ilem C)
Ask for each child I year old or under if date of birth is on or after reference date.
I1o. Was -- born in a hotpitol? 31..
If “Yes,” and no hospitalizations entered in his and:or mother’s column, enter “I” In 29b and Item C.
If “Yes,”
Y
and a hospitalization is entered for the mother and/or baby, ask 31 b for each.
N (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .__. ------------------ .
b. Is this hospitalization included in the number you gave me for --? b.
. If “No,” correct entries in 29 and item C for mother andlor baby. Y N
‘OOTNOTES
Y N (Item C) 29., r N (Ilem C) Y N (Item C) 29a. Y N (Item C) Y N (Item C)
------------------- --- -- —----------------- - ------------------- ---- ------------------- ____________________
_ Tmms (Item C) b. _ Times (/fern c) _ Times (hem c) b. _ T,mes (Item C) _ Trnes (/tern C)
---- . -------- ..-----, --- .--.. -.--... —------------ ---.-------------_-
Y 30b. Y Y 30b. 7 Y
.------.-.--------- --- -------------------- . -------------------- ---- -------------------- --------------------
— TInms (Item C) c. _ Tumes (item C) Twnes (hem c) c. _ Times (Item C) — TmIes (Item C)
310. 31..
Y N (NPJ Y N (NPJ Y N (NP) Y N (NPJ Y N (NPI




N Y N Y N Y N Y N
00 TNOTES
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32a. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone in the A. Gallstones?
family (you, your --, etc.) have -
1. Any disease of the pancreas?
B. Any other gallbladder trouble? J. Ulcer?
If “Yes, ” ask 32b and c.
---------------- . . . . . . . . ._— —. . . . . . . .
C. Cirrhosis of the liver?
1
b. Who wos this? Enter name of condition and letter of line
K. Hernio o, rupture?
------------------------ ---- . . . . . . . . . . . . -.. ..— ———
where reported in appropriate person’s column in item C. D. Fatty liver? L. A disease of the esophagus?
_-_. _-_- _---- _.--- ___. .— ..- _. —-. —— __
c. Ouring the past 12 months, did anyone else have . . .? E. Hepatitis? M. Gostritis?
Conditions affecting the digestive system. F. YeIl*w iaundice? N. FREQUENT indigestion?
-------------- .___. ___— _ . . . _. ._. __. _____
Make no entry in item C for cold, flu, or grippe even G. Any other liver trouble? O. Any other s[omach trouble?
if reported in question 32. ------------------------ . --- —------- -__..--—— ._ ——— ._
H. Diabetes? P. Enteritis?
32a. ~,:e:nyone in the family (you, your --, etc.) NOW have -
,“ ask 32b and c. A. Permanent stiffness or any deformity of the foot, leg, fingers, arm or bock?
b. Who is this? Enter name of condition and letter of Ii”e
(Penname.nt stiffness – joints will not move at al 1)
where reported in appropriate person’s column in item C. ----------- ----------------------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . ---
c. Does anyone else have . . .? B. Paralysis of any kind?
C. Arthritis of any kind
}32d. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone in the family 4 or Rheumatism? 1. Trick knee?
2
(you, your --, etc.) have - If “Yes, ” ask 32e and f. -------------- . . . . . . ..- -
D. Gout? J. A slipped or ruptured disc?
● . Who was this? Enter name of condition and letter of line ----------------- . . . . . . . . . .-—.
where reported in appropriate person’s column in item C. E. Lumbago? K. Curvature of the spine?
-----------------------
f. During the past 12 months, did anyone ●lse hove . . .? F. Osteomyelitis? L. REPEATEO trouble with
(os-tee-eh-my-uh-l ite-iss) neck, bock, or spine?
Conditions C-N and V are conditions affecting the bone
------------------------ .-. ----- . . . . . . .
and muscle. G. A bone cyst or bone spur?
M. Bursitis or Synovitis?
(.in-uh-vite.iss)
--------------- .. -.--— . . . - . .
H. Any other disease of the N. Any disease of the muscles
bone or cortiloge? or tendons?
A. Goiter or other
321J. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone in the thyroid trouble?
fainily (you, your --, ●tc.) have - ---------- __ ---- _-—----- --
‘.1GlandularB. D,abetes? ‘If “Yes, ” disordersask 32b and c. ------------------- . . . . . ___C. Cystic fibrosis?3 b. Who was this? Enter name of condition a“d letter of line ---------------------- .-. ---
where reported in appropriate person’s column in item C, D. Anemia? Blood disorder
-------------------- . . . .-.
c. Ouring the post 12 months, did anyone ●lse have . . .? E. Epilepsy?
---------- . -----—--- .—. —. . . ‘1Conditions affect, ngF. Multiple sclerosis? the nervous system- —---------------------- ---G. Migraine?
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120. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone
in tht family have -
If “Yes,” ask 32b and c.
b. Who was this? Enter in item C.
c, During th* past 12 months, did onyone
clsehavo . . . ?
Conditions affecting the digestive system.
Make no entry in item C for cold, flu, or gri PPe even
if reported in question 32.
12d, DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone
in !h* family have -
If “Yes, ” ask 32e and f,
● Who was this? Enter in item C.
f. ~~;II~ !~~past 12 monthz, did anyone else
Conditions O-U and W-Z are conditions
affecting the skin.
12tI, DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did anyone
In the fami Iy hav* -
If “Yes,” ask 32b and c,
b. Who was this? Enter in item C.
c. During the past 12 rno”ths, did anyone








U. Any other bowel trouble?
-----------------------
V. Any other intestinal trouble?
.’.
0. A tumor, cyst or growth
of the skin?
------------------ ----- .
P. Eczema or soriasis?
! so.rye.uh-s is)
-----
Q. TROUBLE with dry or
itching skin?
-------- .
R. TROUBLE with acne?
--------------- -------- .
S. A skin ulcmr?
------------ —----------
T. Any kind of skin allergy?














0. Diseose of the uterus or ovary?
----------- = -----------
P. Any other female trouble?
--1--------------W. Cancer of the stomach,colon or rectum? -----
‘1
X. During the past 12 months,
did anyone i“ the family
have any other condition of
the digestive system?
If “Yes, ”-- ask: Who W05
this? - What was the
cmdition? (Enter in item C)
U. Dermatitis or any other
skin trouble?
---------------------------
V. TROUBLE with fallen arches,
flatfeet or clubfoot?
-----
W. TROUBLE with ingrown toenail!
or fingernails?
_ —----------------------
X. TROUBLE with bunions, corns,
or calluses?
-------







H. A detached retina or any other condition
32a. Does anyone in the fami Iy (you, A. Deafness i“ one or both ears?
your --, ●tc.) NOW have -
of the retina?
------------------------------- —_-
B. Any other trouble hearing with one or 1. Any other trouble seeing with one or both
If “Yes, ” ask 32b and c. both ears? eye. even when weoring gloss e>?
------------------------------- ___ .-__— _________________________ ___
4
b. Who is this? - Enter name of condition C. Tinnitus or ringing in the ears?
and letter of Ilne where reported in
J. A cleh palate or harelip?
aPPrOprt ate perso?’s column in item C.
D. Blindness in one or both eyes? K. Stammering or stuttering?
c. Does anyone else hove . . .? _______________________________ --- . . . . . . . . . .
{}
E. Cataracts? L. Any other speech defect?
hearing
A-L are conditions affecting vision
------------------------------- —-. --—----------——-—--———
M. flrd;?ing finger, hand, or arm, toe, foot,speech
F. Glaucoma?
------------------------------- ---
G. Color blindness? N. A missing (breast), kidney or lung?
,.
32a. Has anyone in the family (you, A, Rheumatic fever? G. Stroke or o ce,ebrovasctdor occident?
your --, etc.) EVER had -
------------------------------- --- .-------- —-- —-- —----- —- —--- ——-— .. —--
lf “Yes, ”
B. Rheumatic heart disease?ask 32b and c. H. Hemorrhage of the brain?-------------------- —---------- ---
5
b. Who was this? - Enter name of condi- C. Hardening of the a,teries or
tion and letter of line where reported in arteriosclerosis? 1. Angina pectoris?
appropriate person’s column in item C.
------------------------------- _- .--. -.--. ..--- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c. Has anyone else ever had. . .? D. Congenital heart disease? J. MYocordial infarction?
Conditions affecting the heart
and circulatory system. E. Coronary heart disease? K. Any other heart attack?------------------------------- ---
F. High blood pressure?
— — .,. ,. .. ~,,,
. —
32a. DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did A. Bronchitis? F. Sinus trouble?
anyon& in the family (you, your --, -------------------------- -—--- --- ---------------- —---- —--------— ---
etc. ) have - B. Bronchiectasis? (brong ke-ek tah-sis) G. Deflected or deviated nasal septum?
------------------------------- --- ------------------------------ ----
If “Yes,” ask 32b and c. H. $Tonsillitis or ●nlargement of theC. Asthma? tonsils or adenoids?_______________________________ ---
b. Who was this? - Enter name of condition D. Hay fever?
and letter of line where reported in
appropriate person’s column in item C.
_______________________________ ----
E. Nasal POtyp? 1. *Laryngitis?
6 *lf reported in question 32 only, ask:
c. During the past 12 months did anyone 1. How many times did -- hove . . . in the past 12 months? - If 2+ enter in item C.
else have . . .?
Conditions affecting the
If only I time, ask:
respiratory system. 2. How long did it last? - If I month or longer, enter in item C.
If less than I month, do not record.
If tonsils or adenoids removed during the past 12 months, enter conditicm causing removal in Item C.
Make no entry in item C for cold; flu; red, sore, or strep throau or “virus”’ reported
in answer to question 32.
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U. PERMANENT stiffrw$s or any deformity
32a, Does anyone in tha family NOW havt -
of the back, foot, or leg? (Permanent
O. Palsy or cerebral pa I sy? stiffness - joints will not move at all)
If “Yes, ” ask 32b and C, -------------------------------
---- ------------------------------- --
V. PERMANENT stiffness or any deformity
b. Who is this? Enter in item C. P. Paralysis of any kind? of the fingers, hand, or arm?------------------------------ ---- ------------------------------ - --
4 c.Doss anyone ●Is* have . . . ? Q. Curvature of tlw spine? W. Mental retardation?------------------------------ ---- ------------------------------ . --
Conditions O-W are impairments. X. Any condition cousad by an old accident
Conditions Y and Z affect the R. REPEATED trouble with back or spine?
or iniury? If “Yes, ” ask: What is the
nervous system.
------------------------------ . -- - -__c-0B&li9n?______________________ --
S. Amy TROUBLE with follcn arches or
flatf~ct? Y. Epiltpsy?
------------------------------ ---- ------------------------------ . --
Z. REPEATED convulsions, s.izures, or
T. A clubfoot? blttckwts?
m
}32., DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did L. Damaged heart valves? R. Gangrene?
ctnyonc in the family (you, your --,
------------------------------ ---- ------------------------------ . --
●etc.) hava - M, Tachycordia or rapid haort? S. Varicose v-ins?
If “Yes,” ask 32b and c.
------------------------------ ---- ------------------------------ . --
5 N. Heart murmur? T. Hemortftoids or piles?b. Who was this? Enter in item C. ------------------------------ . --- ------------------------------ . --
0. Any othw heart trouble? U. Phlebitis or thrombophlebitis?
c, Owing the past 12 months did anyone ______________________________ ., ___ _______________________________ _-,
●ISC have . . .?
P. Anaurysm? V. Any othw condition affecting
Conditions affecting the heart ------------------------------ . -- blood circulation?
and circulatory system.
Q. Any bl cmd c lots?
32a, DURING THE PAST 12 MONTHS, did
J. Tumor, c st, or growth of the
r
O. Tumor, cyst, or growth of the
bronchia tube or lung?
anyone in ths family have -
throat, larynx, or trachao?
------------------------------ - -- . ------------------------------ . --
If “Yes,” ask 32b and c. K. Emphys*ma?
P. Any work-related respiratory condition
b. Who was this? Enter in item C.
------------------------------ . --
such os dust on the lungs,
L. Plo.risy?
silicosis or pn*u-mo-c O-ni.0.5 is?
c, Ouring the past 12 months, did anyetw ------------------------------ . --- ----------------- 4 -------- ---- ..-
dsc hovt . . . ? Q. During the past 12 months did any.nt in
M. Tuberculosis?
Make no entry in item C for cold; flu; _________________________________ ___
the fomiiy have any othar respiratory,
6
I..P, or p,ulmonor condition?
red, sore, or strep throat; or “virus” .If “ Yes, ask: #ho was this ? - What







!3. ComP.ared to other persons --’s age, would you say thot his heolth is excellent, good, fair, or poor? 33. IE2G3F4P
Mark box(es) from item C.
1 ~ 1+ Bed Days
BD BD 2 ~ ‘+ ‘“’P’’” ‘tays
3 ~ NO Sled Days
4. During the past 12 months (that is since (date) a year ago), ABOUT how many days did
34. 0 ~ None
illness or iniwy keep -- in bed all or most of the day? , ~ I-7
(Include the day. in the post 2 weeks.) (Include the days while a patient in . hospital.) 2 ~ 8-30
(Was it more than 7 days or less than 7 days?)
(Was it more than 30 days or less than 30 days?)
3~31-C30( l-6m.mths)
(Was it more than half the year or less than half the year?)
4 ~, 181+ (6 mon,hs? +]
For persons 17 years or over, show who responded for (or was present during the 1 ~ Responded for self-enurely
R asking of) Questions 4–34. R , ~ 17.,,..d.,f., ,e,f.pa,,,,
If persons responded for self, show whether entirely or partly. For persons under




E 2G3F4P 33, 1E2G3F4P ,E2G3F4P 33. IE2G3F4P IEz G3F4P
. . . ..;
1 ) 1+ Bed Days t ~ 1+ Bed Days , [: 1+ Bed Days I ❑ 1+ Bed Days I ~ I + Bed Days
: , I + Hmp, tal StCIyS 2 ~ i I + HmP, tal Stay,
BD z L I + Hospital%-
~D 2 ❑ 1+ Hospital Stays 2 ❑ I + Hospital Stays
I : No Bed Days 3 ~_j No Bed Days 3 [~ N~ B=d Day. 3 ❑ No Bed Days 3 ❑ No Bed Days
/ Nom 34. 0 r–;None o~,Non= 34. 0 ❑ None o ~ None
1’ I -7 I cl I-7 1~ I-7 I u I-7 In I-7
[ 8-30 2 ~; 8-30 2 ❑ 8-30 2 ❑ 8–30 2 ❑ 8-30
: I 31-180 (l-6 months) 3[ ; 31-180 (1-6 ninths) 3 r_j 31-180 (l-6 months) 3m31-1130( 1-6nmths) 3u31-t80( l-6 months)
[-1 181+ (6rnonths+) 4 ~–_i 181 + (6 ~..th. +) 4 ~ !81+ (6 months +) 40 181+ (6rnonths +) 4 n 181+ (6 months +)
I I Responded for self-wx, rely
~ Res@.ndedforsel f-partly R [
1 -: Responded fw self -em,rely I ~ Responded for self-ent, rely
2 c] Responded for self-partly
R :: ~p::::o:::;:y :: ~p::d::o::::,
2 ~j Resoonded for self -PartlY




1. Person number Noms of condition
L
2, Whtn did -- last ..- or talk to a doctor about his . . .?
! I In #ntervlew I - Past 2 wks. (Item Cl s _ 2-4 yrs.
week ~ -- 2 wks.-6 mos, 6 5. yrs.
{Reask 21 , ‘T
.—
._ Over 6-12 mos. 7: Never
4_lyr. a .; DK If Dr. seen
9 OK when Dr. seen
Examine “Name of condtt!on” entry and mark
Al ~ Color blindness [NC) ~ On Card C (A2)_ Accident or Iniury (A2) ~ Neither (301
1
If “Doctor not talked to, ” transcribe entry from Item 1.
If “Ooctor talked to, ” ask:
30, What did the doctor SOY it was? - Did ha give it a medical name?
------------- -------------------------------------
Do not ask for Cancer = On Card C (A2)
b. what WOS tho caust of , . ,?
~ Accident or iniury (A2)
-------------------------------------------------
If the entry in 3a or 3b includes the words:
Ailment Condition Disorder Trouble
An,rnio cyst Growth Turn.,




c. What kind of . , , is it?
------------------------- _________________________
For allergy or stroke, ask:
d. How doss the allergy (strok*) affect him?
-------------------------------------------------
If In 3a-d there IS an impairment or any of the followln; entnes:
Abscess D.nq. Por.lysi.
Ache (except he.d o, ..,) Growth Rupture
Bl*odln~ Hwno,rhq. so r.











●. What part of the body is affected?
Show the following detail:
Hood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .skull, scolp, loc.
130ckhpin./v.,t. b,a . . . . . . . . . . . .pp.r, middle, low..
Eororay* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..one or both
A,m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..wI* o, b.ath; should.,, up.,,
●lbow, lower, wrist, han ?
Lag . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . one or both; hip, .ppet, k...,
low.,. onkla, IOM
1 z~Q.3a 4zIQ.3c 6~Q.3e
4. During the past 2 weeks, did his . . . cause him
to cut down on tha thing- h* USIJOIIY doss? IY 2 N (9)
5. Duzing thot period, how many days did h~ cut
down for os much os a day? I Days
100 Tone (9)
6. f&ring thot 2.week period, how many da s did




Ask ,f 17. years:
7. HOW many days did his . . . kcap him from work
_Oays (9)
during that 2-we.k p.,iod? (For females): not
counting work around the house? 00 None 191
Ask tf 6-16 vcars:
8. HOW m;ny da’ys-d;d his . . . kcap him from _Days
school during that 2-waak pariod? 00 None
9. Wh*n did -- first notice his . . .?
1. Last week 4 2 weeks-3 months
Week before
; ~ Past 2 weeks-DK which
5 Over 3-12 months
: More than 12 months ago
(Was it during tho past 12 months or bafo;e that fimc?)
(W~s it during tha post 3 months or b.fore that tirn.?)
(Was it during th. past 2 weeks or bmfore *hot time?)
! ❑ Not an eye cond. (AA) 3 ~ First eye cond. (6+ yrs.)
A3 z❑ First eye cond,
(10]
(under 6) (AA) 4 ~ Not first eye cond. (AA)
10. Can -- s.. WCII ●nough to rod o,dinory newspaper p,int
WITH GLASSES with his (Iaf+ ~ ●yr?. ..1Y 2N
1.)right ●ye?. ..t Y 2N
FOOTNOTES
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I f M,sslng extremity (A4J
4A
; I Co.dtuon (n C2 does not have a letter as source (A4)
A4 :7Acc, dent or ,njury’ ~ Other (NC)
.1 Condltton In C2 has a letter as source, Doctor seen(11 )
17.3, Did the occident happen during the past 2 years or before that time?
41 “ Condluon In C2 has a letter as source, Doctor not seen (15) ‘, During the past 2 years — Before 2 years (180)
. :.-..._-_ . ----- . . . _ . ._--_.--= -------------------
10, &#l~-- N~W take any medicine or treatment lY
b. When did the occident happen?
,.. 2 N(12) ~ Last week ~ Over 3–12 months
---------
b. Was any of this medicine or treatment recommended I Y
~ Week before — I -2 years
by o doctor?
. .
2N — 2 weeks–3 months
L Has he cvw had surgery for this condition? IY
180. At the time of the o.cide”t “hot part of the body was hurt?
2N What kind of iniury was it? A“ythi”g else?
1. Was he ● ver hospitalized for this condition?
L During the post 12 months, about how many times has
.- sccn or talked to a doctor about his . . .?
(Do not count viiits while a patient in o hospital.)
::;;,, ~
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
io, About how many days during the past 12 months has b. What port of the body is affected now?
thi! condition kept him in bed all or most of the day? _ Days How is his -- affected? Is he affected i. cny other way?
000 ~ None Par!(s) of body Present effeccs
Ask If 17+ years:
b. About how many days during the past 12 months has _ Days -.--- . . . . . . . . .. —-.. --. . --- —-------- —---- ----- ----
this condition kept him from work?
For females: Not counting work around the house? 000 ,~ Nom?
10, How often does his . . . bother him - all of the time, oft,en, 19. Wher= did the accident happen?
once In a while, or never? , ~ At home (,nstde house)
I I I All the time 2 [ ] Often 3 I Once In a while 2 ~ At home (adjacent premises)
~ 7 street and highway (Includes roadway and publrc s!dewalk)
u j I Ncv~r (16c) a : I Other - Specify a ~ Farm
b. When it does bother him, is he bothered . great deal, some, or very li;tle-?-
s ;~ Industrial place (,ncludes prem, ses)
6 ; School (!ncludes premises)
I I \ Great deal 2 I ] Some 3 [-] Very Ilttle 7 ~ Place of recreation and sports, except at school
s ~ Other - Spec!fyg
d I I Other - Spectfy
I I All the time In 16a OR condition list 4 asked (A4)
20. Was -- at work at his iob or business when the accident happened?
c. Does -- still have this condition? !Y s x While nn Armed Serwces
I Y. (A4) N 2N 4 C_! under 17 at time of accident
d. Is this ce”dition completely cured or i. it under control? 21.. Was o car, truck, bus, or other motor vehicle
2 I I Cured 3 L ] Under control (A4)
involved in the occident in ony way? lY 2 N (NC)
i I I Other - Specify (A4)
b. Was more than one vehicle involved? Y N
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- -
● . About how long did -- have this condition before it was cured? “--
n I j] Less than one month — Months — Years c. Was it (either one) moving at the time?
IY 2N
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2-WEEKS DOCTOR VISITS PAGE 1, Person number
Earlier, you told me that --hod seen ortolkedt.ao doctor durin9the post 2 weeks. 20.
{
7717 f- . L.SC week
OR
!a. On what (other) dates during that 2-week period did -- visit or talk to o doctor?
8888 [-: Week before
-i%iii Da,.
b, Were there .any other doctor visits for him during that period?
Y (Reask 2a and b) N (Ask 3-8/or
b, each visit)
1. Where did he se~+hc doctercm the (date), ata 3. 0: ‘Wh, \e,nPa,, e”t ,.hcIsp,lallNext DV)
clinic, hospital, doctor’s office, or some other place? I ~-” Doctor-s of{, ce (Zro.p pmctoce or
doctor+. .1,.,.]
If Hospital: Was it the outpatient clinic
or the emergency room?
‘i” Telephone
3~”, Hosp,tal O.tpat, ent Cl$ntc
lfCl,nlc: Was itohospital outpatient ~:-’ Home
cl}nic, a company clinic, or some other 5[-~HOSp Nal Emergency Room
kind of clinic? C!lc. mp..r .r I.d. sv cl,.,c
?~ TO1her(Spec,ly]
7
L Wasthedoctor a general practitioner ora specialist? 4. oI!::Ge.e,al DracrIt,.”ec r! Spec,al, st -
Whcnkind c.lspe.+ alist is he?
7
i. During this visit (call) did --octually see(talk to) the doctor? 5. IY 2N
!.s, Why did he visit (call) the doctor on (date) ? 6..
Write i“ reason
1 !:; O,ag. or t,eaunent(6c)
Mark appropriate box(es) 3~Gcneral checkup
2 :1! Pre or Posmatal care





-------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------- . . . . . . .
b. Wos this forohy specific condition? b. Y (Ente, co”dltlo” in6a N (7J
and change 10 ..Dfag.
or treatment”)
---- ------- --------------- ---------------------------------------- --- -------------------------------
Mark box or ask: [~J Cond,o.n reported m 6a
c. For what condition did -- visit (call) the doctor en (date) ? c.
If “Telephone” or “Home” in 3, go to next DV; otherwise ask: city
7. In what city (town), county, and State is the (place in 3) located? 7.
County
State
B. About how long did it take -- to get to the (place in 3) on (date in 2a)? 8. Mm.tes
PI A Condition page is required for the condition in question 6. If there is no Condition page, enter condition in item C and
fill a page for it after completing co\umns for all required doctor visits.
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1, Person number 1. Person number 1. Persm number
2.,
{
7777 r ] Last week 2..
OR
{
7777 r’ Lam week 2..
OR
{
7777 ~- Last week
OR





t-lo. th Date Momh Oate-.
Y (Reask 2a and b) N (Ask 3-8 /0,
b,
Y (Rea3k Za and b) N (Ask 3-810, Y’ (Reask .?a and b)
each “!s(1) b.




* [ t ~h,lc ,.Patient m hc.wtal fNext DV) 3. 0 [–; Wh!le #nPat Oent 8. h.aw, ral (Next Dv)
I [-1 o.ctor; s .ff, ce (W.P Practtce.,
3. 0 Wh,le ,.pat, ent ,. h.so, tal (Next DV)
, [= 0..,.,, s of f,., (group p,..,,., 0, Do<,or. s off,., IZCOUP Pra.,,.e w
doctor s cl,.,.) doctor,. cl, n,c) docmr,. ,1, ”,.)
2 ~1 Tefephone 2 rl Telephc.”e Teles. hone2!
3 ~ I H.sPItal Outpatient Cl,.,. 3 [-1 H.sp, tal C2utpattent cl ,”,. 3< Hoso, ral O.toat, ent Cl,.,.
4 ~ I Home 4 ~i Home 4 Home
5 rl HOSPII.I Emersency Room s cl Hc.w,tal Emergency Room 5; Hos Ps,al Emergency Room
6 [– I Company w lnd. stty C!,.,. 6 [~ CornPany o< Industry CII”t C 6’ Company or Ind. sw Cl, nac
7 r I Other [Spec I/y)
7




L 01 r [ G.”,,. ! pract, t,ml,, r; Spe.n.lnst - 4. on El General pract, t,c.ner j_’ Sc.ec, alasr - 4. 01 r General Pract, t,.ner SPec, al, st -
What kind of speclollst IS he?
-7
WhOt kind of specialist ,. he? Who, k,nd .! ,pec,.al,,, ,s he?
7 7
i lY 2N 5. 1-f 2N 5. ,Y 2N
\m. 6.. 60.
f [“ I OIag, w ucatrnent (6c) I _; O, W. or treatment (6c) t ; D,ag. or ,rea, nl, nt (6CJ
3 [1 General checkup (fib) 3 ~~] General checkup (fib) 2 General checkup (6b)
2 l= ]Pre m Postnatal cam
}
2 ~] P,, 0, P.smatal care
I_ -
2 P,, 0. Po, cnatal care
41:1 Eye exam. (glasses) (7) 4 cl Eye exam. (glasses) (7) 4 j Eye exam. (glasses)
S [ I Imm.”, zat, on 1(715 [j 1 lmm.”!Z.t8.” 5 I“mlun, za,,. an6 ~:] Other 6 [:] Ocher 6’ Other
-- —______ —________________ .. ____ ___ ________________________________ ___ _ . : ____________________ ______ . .
b, Y [En(er cmdlfion in 6a N (7) b. Y (Enter condition In 6a N f7) b. Y 1Enter cond! fton !n 6a
and Change 10 ,, Dlag,
N (7)
and change m ‘,D#ag.
or treatment’”)
and change 10 a.D,ag.
or treatment”) or treatment”)






— l-lt.ute. 8. — M,..,,. 8 — M,nuces
PI A Condition page is required for the condit!on in question 6. If there is no Condition page, enter cond!t, on In Item C andfill a page for it after completing columns for all required doctor vIs Its.
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HOSPITAL PAGE I17 Person number
1
You soidth.at --was in the hospital (nursing home) during the past year.
Month Da1, Year
When did --enter the hospital (nursing home) (the last time)?
uSE YOUR CALENDAR
Make sure the YEAR M correct 2. 19_
Name




Howmanynightsw. s --in thehospitol (n.rsing home)? 4. ! _ N,zhts
Complete 5fromentrtes !n2 and 4: If not clear, askthequest!ons.
I. How many of these -- nights were during the past 12 months?
------------------------------------- ------------------------------- .::; -_~-N::’:: --------------------
>. How many of these -- nights were during the post 2 weeks? b.i — N,shts
----- . . . . . —--- —.— _ .-- _. _.. - ----------------- - _+_______ -------------------------
:. Was --still in the hospital (nursing home) last Sunday night for this hospitalization (stay)?
/y
G N
For what condition did -- ●nter the hospital (nursing home) - do you know the medical name? 6. I - Normal del,.ew -“ Norma! at bnmh





Show CAUSE, KIN D, and
__ --____, =_o-n-c_=7d.~.. ____p T --------
cause Ace. o, 1.,.
Was this a normal delivery? If “’NO, ” ask: PART OF BODY in same
For newborn, ask: What was themotter? ,
deta!l as required for the
-----------------
K,nd




s. Were any operations performed on -- during this stay at the hospitol (nursing home)? 7.. Y O N (8)
-------------------- ---------------- ---------- ------- ..-. . . . --------------------------
b. What was the name of the operation? b,
If name of operation IS not known, describe what was done.
___________ ----------------- --------- . ------------------------- -. ------- -----
Y [Describe) ~ N
c. Any other operations during this stay?
c.
If newborn go to next hasp; otherw!se ask:
:. At the time -- ●ntered the hospital was he living at this address? 8. 1 Y (10) 2N




1. About how long did it take -- to get to the hospital on (date In 2)? 10. I ! / Less than 30 rn,nutes
(Was it less than 30 minutes or more than 30 minutes?)
Z i i 30-59 m,.utes
~ \ :1 60-89 rn,nu,es
(Was it less than one hour or more than one hour?) 4 [:; 90+ rlll””to S
P2 I A Condluon page is required if there IS an entry of “1” or more nights In 5b. If there is no Condition page, entercondition In Item C and fill a page for it after completing columns for all required hospitalizations.
1, Person number 1. Person number 1. Person number
Month Date Year Month Date Year Month Date Year
2. 19 _ 2, 19_ 2. 19_





C,ty (or county) state Cw (or county) State City (or .0””17) stare
6 . Ntzhts 4. . N,ghts 4. . Ntght%
50, _ Ntchts 50. . Nmhts 50. _ N,ghtS
b, _ N,thts b. _ N,chts b. —NIzhts
. . ----------------------------- ---- -------------------- —----------- --- --------------------------------
C. Y N . . Y N ,. Y N
L 11 Normal delwery ~ Normal at b,rth 6. 1 Normal delwery
Cond,tmn
~1 Normal at b,rth 6. D Normal del,.ery ~ Normal a( b,rth
Condntnon Cond, h.x
. . ----------------------------- -- —_-- _-_------ ___--- —-___ —_____ -------------------------------
Cause ~] On Card C ~ A.c. or In,. Cause ~, On Card C ~ Ac.. or 1“,. Cause D On Card C ~ Ac.. or In).
------------------------------- ________________________________ _______________________________
K,nd K,nd K#”d
Part of body Part of body Pa,, of body
10,















0, ! ~ Less Lhan 30 mmutes 10. I ❑ Lass than 30 minutes 10. 1 ~ Less than 30 minutes
2 \_l 30-59 minutes 2 ❑ 30-59 mi”.tes 2 ~~ 30-59 rmn.tes
3 ~ 60-09 minutes 3 Cl 6’J-89 minutes 3 ❑ 60-89 rn, mxes
4 ~] 90+ mlnwes 4 r] 90+ minutes 4 ~ 90+ minutes
P2 I A Condition page is required if there is an entry of “I” or more nights in 5b. If there is no Condition page,enter condition in item C and fill a page for it after completing columns for all rewired hospitalizations.
HEALTH INSURANCE PAGE
Medicare is a Social Security health insurance program for disabled persons and for persons 65 years old ond
over. People covered by Medicare have a card that looks like this. Show card
la. Is anyone in this fomily covered by Medicare? Y N (4) DK----------------------------------- ..---- .--- ——------ .-- ——------------------------
b. Is --covered? Mark boxinperson’s column.
--- ------
1b. !~CW. z~l Nmcov. 9UDK
Ask for each person with “’Covered” In lb.
2a. Is --covered bythatpart of Social Security Medicare which pays forhospitol bills? Mark box in person’ scolumn. 2.. 1[:1 COV.HOSP. 2[~N0 9DDK
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. is--covered byth.tpart .fMedicare which pays fordoctor’s bills, thot is, the Medic. replan for which
heor some agency must paya certoin amount ench month? Mark boxinperson’s column.
Ask for each person with “DK” in2and for each person mder65 with “Covered” In lb.
3. Moyl please seethe Social Security Medic. recard(s)for --(and --)todetermine the (type/dates) of coveroge?
Transcribe theinformation from thecardor mark the “Card N. A.” box.
We are intere~ted in all kinds ofhealth insurance plans except those which payonly for accidents.
4a. (Not cou”ti”g Medicare) lso”yone in the family covered by hospital insurance,
that is, a health insurance plan which poysony port of .a hospital bill? Y N (4d)
b. What i; ;he name o~ ;he pla~?- {Re~~rd-in “Table H. I.). .. ---- ------------- --------- ----- ----
c. Is anyone in the family covered by any other hospital insurance plan? Y (Reosk4bondc) N
d. Is”anyo”e inthefamiiy"c;;;r~~ ~~;;y-(other) health insurance-plan which ‘“ ‘“ “






. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i
e. What is the name of the plan? (Record in Table H. I., reask 4d)
TABLE H.1.
PLAN SC. Does this plan pay any part 6a. Is -- covered under this 60. 1 I i co”.
I of hospitol ●xpenses? km+ plan?
2 [: ] Not .0”. (NP)
5“, ~g>;~~oyea~$n ObtOined thrOugh
1Y2N 9DK
d. Does this plan pay any port b. During the past 12”months
!Y (c) 2N 9 DK
_- ..,-_ . ------ of doctor’s or surgeon’s bills did -- receive medicaf care
b. Was It obtained through some other group?- for operations?
lY
which has been or will be
2N 9 DK IY2N 9 DK
b, IY 2N 9 DK
paid for by this plan?
PLAN 5.. Does this Ian pay any part
f
6.. Is -- covered under this 60. , ~ I c...
‘2 of hospita expenses?
2 U Not CO”. (NP)
m plan?
50. was this (n ~ plan obtained thto.gh -------’-~ -~~-- ~-D-K-----
an employer o%naon? d. Does this plan pay rmr part
-------- .-. ..— . . . . . . . . . . .
b. During the post 12 months
lY(cI 2N 9DK of doctor’s or surgeon s bills did -- receive medical core-----------------------------
b. Was it obtained throug~;ome o:h~ g~, ?
for operations?
R
which has been or will be
IY 2N 9 DK b. lY 2Npaid for by this plan?
9 DK
PLAN Sc. Does this Ian pay a“y part
3 f
6a. Is -- .oveced tinder this 6-.
of hospita =xpe”ses?
I [-1 Co”. 2 ~[ Not .0”. (NPJ
_@@_ plan?
50. Was this (mm.) plan obtained through
1Y2N 9 DK
an employer or union? d. Does this plan poy ony part b. During the past 12 months
. .
lY(c J 2N qDK of doctor’s or surgeon s bills did -- receive medical care-_-T- ._--, ---------------------
b. Was tt obtained throug~ ~me o\h~ g~;~?
for opemtions? which has been or will be
1Y2N 9 DK
b. ,y *N
paid for by this plan?
9 DK
I ] For each person rewew 1,2, 3,arrd6 for each plan anddelermmeif “Covered” by ellher Medma[eor insurance,or “No! covered.” 1 IL] Co.. (NP) 2 n Not co.. (NP ,
Ask for each person ‘aNot covered, ” 7.. 1134567897
Many people do not carry health insurance for various re.scms. Hand Card N
Circle all reasons given —+
7a. Which of those statements describes why -- is .& covered by any health insurance plan? Any other reason? (specify)
------- ------ -— . . ------ -------- .--. —- —-----
Mark box or ask:
------------------- .- .-—. ----- --------------------
00 U Only .me reason
b. What is the MAIN reason -- is not covered by any heolth insurance pk.? b. I 23456789P
80
I....--------------.ti lCOv. 2i:i Notcov. 9~]DK lb.
I/:{ Cw. HW. 2~No 9~]DK
------}
2.s.-.
I I ] t%”. Ned. 2~lN0 9C]DK b.
I I I Cw. Hosp. 3U Card N.A. 3.
2 I : I C(W. Med.
:
I [ I co”, 2 cl Not CO”. (NP) h“,
lY 2N 9 DK-------1-- b.
I L-]Cow2 ❑ Not C.”. (NP) I 1 ~,co”. 2~Norcw. (w) 169 I UC... 2uNotmv. (w, I ,ucov. z~t+mcov. (NW I
‘-””--1-----”---------”-”‘ --’- -”’-” ‘-””--‘ -- --”-1“ 1
.
lY 2N 9 DK lY 2N 9 DK b. IY 2N 9 DK tY 2N 9 DK [
1 I I Cov. 2 I I Not C.”. (NPJ
6.3. I ~ ] co”. 2 ~ Not COV. (NPI I ~:] Cov. 2 ~] Not . . . . (NPI 6.. 1 ~] Co.. 2 ~: Not COV. (NPJ 1 ~ Co”. 2 ~ Not co”. (NPJ
IY 2N 9 DK b. ,y 2N 9 DK !Y 2N 9 DK b. ,y 2N 9 DK
t I \ C.v. 2 ~1 Not co,. (NP,
6..
\Y 2N 9 DK
I [: ] Co”. 2 ~ I Not co”. (NP1 1 ~ ] co”. 2 [ _] No, co”. (NPI 6“. ?[; IC.”. 2 [: : Not CO”. (NP) t :: Co”. 2 ~:) No, C... (NP)
. .
lY 2N 9 DK b. IY 2N 9 DK lY 2N 9 DK b. IY 2N 9 DK lY 2N 9 DK
I I” I @ (t#P) 2 rl Not . . . . (NP) I r ~ 1 COV. (NP) Z L_] Not cob’. (NPI I ➤]cw. (Nfl 2 C ] Not cm, [NF) I
123456789p7m 1234567897 123456789P 7..
(Spec,fy) (Spec,fyt ispec,fyl
---------------- ..-— . —----------------- . .
00 I I Clnly me ream. 00 c] only me reason 00 m Only me mason
123456789p b, 123456789P 12j456789~ b.
[Spec,ly) (Spec, fy$ (Spec, fyl
, E ] CW. (NP1 2 ~ ] Not .0”. (NPI ! ~ ] co”. (NPI 2 ~] Not cov. (NPJ
123456789F 123456789X
USUAL SOURCE OF CARE
1. IS there o particular clinic, health center, doctor’s office .x other place thot --
usually goes to if he is sick or needs advice about his health?
1.
I
2, What kind of place is it -a clinic, a health center, ahospitol, o doctor’s 2.
office, or some other place?
IF HOSPITAL: IS this an outpatient clinic or the emergency room? I
IF CLINIC: Is this ahospitol outpatient clinic, o company clinic,
or some other kind of clinic?
IY 2 N (7)
I I
3. ls there ONE particular d.ctor --usually sees at (place ln 2)?
If “Home” in 2, go to 6; otherwise ask:
C,tv
4.





5. About how Iongd.es it.su.lly take --to gett. the (place in 2)? 151 Minutes
1 1
6. The LAST time-- sawa doctor was itatthe SAME (place in2)orsome other place? 6. 1 ~jSame place (NP)
2~J Other place {.91
Hand Card P
7. Monypec.ple donot havea particular place they usual lyg. when they aresick or need
advice about their health, Could you please give me the number of the statement which
is the MAIN reason -- does not have o particular place he usually goes?
I -Have twoormore usual doctors orplaces depending on what is wrong.
2- Haven’t neededa doctor.
3 - Prewousdoctorno Iongerava,lable.
4- Haven’t been able to f!nd the right doctor.
S- Recently moved to area.
6- Other reason - Please specify
Mark box or ask:
8. The LAST time-- sawa doctor was it ato clinic, a health center, ohospital, a
doctor’s office, or some other pbace?
IF HOSPITAL: 1. this an outpatient clinic or the emergency room?
IF CLINIC: Is this a hospital outpatient clinic, a company clinic,
or some other kind of clinic?
7.
8.
I 2 3 4 S 6 l.%ecllylx
~ i 2 week CO/ m Cl (NP)
1 u Oocmr’s .If, ce [group
pr.ctwe or docc.r.s CII.K
2TI H.SPI@ ouwat Ie.t .Im,.
3 EJ Home
4 U Hosp, tal emergency mom




I lY 2 N t71 III.IY 2 N (7) Is-f 2 N (7) IIl.l Y 2 N (7) I IY 2 N (71
1 L:\ DIXtOr-S of fl.. (group
ll,a.tlcc w doctor’s CI,” IC
2 ~] H,s, P,l. I outDm,e”t clln, c
31~ lH.mc
bL]Hos PIIal emergency room
5 LIComp,Iny or ,.d.s try clIm
G LI Hc. tth .entcr
7 ›-l~ther fSpo. tfy)T
1
I U Doctor”s of ftce (group 1 ~ Doctor,, of f,ce (group
p,..t,.e or dxtw’s c1m,.) $.r..u.e or d..:m”s .1,.,.)
z12 Hwu=l O.w-n[ .1,.,. 2 ~HospI1al o.tpatmm .!,.,.
3D Home 3 G Home
4mHospltal emergency room 4 ❑ Hospital emergency room
5 a CanW.Yw ,ndustrycl,mc 5 U Ccmpany w md.stryclb”, c
6U Health center 60 Health . ..te.
70 Other (SPRCIfYl~ 7fi other (specJfyJ~
2. ! ~: Doctor-s of f,ce (group , ~ DOCK,,*S of f,ce (group
P,, CIIC, w dcctw,, c!,”,c) P,-.. .Cd.xtw’s .1,.,.)
z~ H.spo [al Outpatient CI, n,c 2~ Hosptcal .utoa,, en, .1,.,
3 Q Home 3 ~ Home
4 ~] Hospital ernerge”cy room a ~ Hosp,csl erne,gency room
5 ~; Convanyor mdusrrycl,n,c 5~CrxnPamYci ,nd.strycl,ntc
6U Health center 6 ~ Health center
7~Other (SPec#fy)~ 7 C Other (SP. CZIY) ~
I I
II I II I






C.utw County county county County
S!aic State State state State
Mtn.res 5. Mm. tes M,nutes 5. M,”.,.,
1 I Ismlc place (NP) 6. I USame place (NPJ I uSanw place lNP) 6. I ~: Same D1.ce (NP)
-’ L t Ckhc, D13c. (8I 2n Other place (8) 2 L_J Other place 18) 2C~ Other place (81
M,..,,,
I ; sane place (NP)
2;: Other .1,., (8 I
7. 7.
I 2 3 4 S 6 (SPOC!ly)T I 2 3 4 5 6 lSpeolfyj F I 2 3 4 5 6 (.Spec#fyl ~ I 2 3 4 S 6 ($DeC, fyIY t 2 3 4 S 6 ,Spm, fyJ -
II I II I
[- I 2 week DV III C! (NPJ
1 L \ Doctor’s of ftcc (WQ. P
pmct, c. w doctor’s CII” IC)
z l= I H.sDIt31 .. Wt,ent .Ii.lc
3 ~_[ HcmIn
4 [_ I H.spit.l enmrgen.y room
5 L I Compcvb’ or md. slry cltn,.
6 ~ I Health center
7 [_ I Other (SPeC#fy)
7
a. 2 U Hospital o.tpat, e”t .1,., <
3 ❑ Home
4 a Hosp Kal emergency mom
5 ❑ CcmFsny m tnd.stry .!umc
6 a Health center
7 ❑ Other (Speclty) ~
m2 week DV ,. Cl (NP)
t ~ Ooctor-s of f,ce (ZKXJP
p,..t,.e m d.xtw’s .T,mc)
z U Hospiral Ou[pat bent cllntc
3 U Home
4 ❑ Hosp, tal .mergen.y room
5 ❑ C!mpany .3 ,“d”stry cl ,“,.
6 ❑ I+ealth cencer




~ 2 week DV ,. Cl (NP)
I ~ Docmr, s of f,.. (group
pmct,ce w d~tcr’s CII.IC)
2 Cl Ho$pttal Outpattenr cl,n,~
3 C H.me
4 ~ HOSP, C, I emer~ency room
5 ~ Comvany or mdus!ry cl,n, c
6 ~ Health center





2 [ , Other (NP)
la. During the past 12 months, has -- given or sold any blood to a blood bank, a hospital,
the Red Cross, or anywhere else? 1a. lY 2 N (2)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___ ----_-____—__._————
b, During the past 12 months, how many times has -- given or sold blood? b. Tunes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ------------ —_ .-.-—
Hand Card B (Last 123457
For each time reported in I b, ask:
Nmel
c. Which of the reasons listed o“ this card best describes why -- gave blood (the last time/the time




I – Sold blood. 7
2 – Replaced blood used by a relative or friend.
3- Unpaid donation to a blood bank to assure free
2
blood for this fami Iy in the future.
(Spectf I




replacernen~ and did NOT assure free blood for
this family In the future.







2a. Has -- EVER given or sold blood to 6 blood bank, a hospital, the Red Cross or anywhere ●lse? 2.. IY 2 N (4J 9 OK (4/
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
b. About how long has it been since -- LAST gave or sold blood? b,
(Was it m.arG than 5 years or less tha. 5 years?)
Years
(Was it more then 10 years or less than 10 years?)
99r10K
3. About how many times hos -- EVER give” or sold blood? 3.
Times
99 :’] OK
4. Has -- EVER been asked in person, ●ither f.ace.to.fqce or over the telephone, to
give or sell blood? 4. ty2N 9 OK
RI For persons aged 17-64, show who responded for (or was present during the asking of) 1 [- I Resprmded for self. cnwetyQuestions 1-4.
Q’s 1-4 If persons responded for.self, show whether entirely or partly.







1~ I Under 17
s 2~1 17} (NPJ
10,Since the first of (month) 1978, has -- received o DPT shot?- A DPT shot is to prevent diphtheria, tetanus,
and pertussis or whooping cough.
1.. JY 2 N (2) ~ DK (;<)
b. When did -- r=ceive the DPT shot? b. Mm — Date —
-------------- ~ ----------------- ,- T---- ____. —_______ ,- —_ . _ . . _ . --- . . . - _ . ___ . . . . . ..__ . .
c. Where did -- receuve the DPT shot - at a cl Imc, hospital, school, doctor s office, or some other place?
If cl Imc: Wos it a hospital outpatient clinic, a company clinic, a public health clinic or san= other kind of clinic? ‘“
1234
8?
I - Docmr. s of f,.. (Group Pract, ce o, docmr, s cl, n,c) 3 - Publ, c Health C18n!C 8- Other - SPec,ly
2- Hosp!tal outpatient cl, mc or emergency room 4- School (sJEc,/y)
20. Since the first of (month) 1978, has -- received a polio shot or polio vaccine by moth? 2.. !Y 2 N (3) 9 DK (3)
b. Was it a shot or did -- receive the vaccine by mouth? b.
t ~ I Vocc, ne by mouth
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .-.
_2~: ] Shot
c. When did -- receive the polio (vaccine/shot)?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .--— ----- . . . . . . . . . . . . .
c. M.. —DaIc —
d, Where did -- receive the polio (vaccine/shot) - at o clinic, hospital, school, doctor’s office, or some other place?
If clinic: Was it a hospital outpatient clinic, a company clinic, . public health clinic or some other kind of clinic?
d. 1234
87
I - Doctor,. offtce (Group Pract, ce w doctor”. .Inmc) 3- Pub!,. Health Cl, mc 8- Other - SPeC[ly
2- Hospttal ourpat, ent cl, n,c or wnerzen.y room 4 – School f.$peclfy)
30. Since the first of (month) 1978, has -- received a mumps shot? 30. lY 2 N [4) 9 DK (4)
b. When did -- receive the mumps shot? b. MD. —Dam —
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
c. Where did -- receive the mumps shot - at o clinic, hospital, school, doctor’s office, or some other place?
If clinlc: !+as it a hospital outpatient clinic, o company clinic, a public health clinic or some other kind of clinic? ‘“
1234
“?
I - Doctor-s of f,.. (Group pr.ct, ce or doctor,. ct, ntc) 3- P.bl, c Health CII. I. 8- Other - SPec/fy
2- Hospttal o.tpattent .Itnt. or emersency rocm 4- School fspeolfy)
There are two basic types of measles for which shots can be received: German meosles, sometimes known as
Rubella or 3.day measles AND Red “easles, sornetim=s known os 8-day measles.
40. Since the first of (month) 1978, has -- received any kind of measles shot? 40. lY 2 N (NP) 9 DK (NP}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ___
b. What types of measles shots did -- receive? b. 1 ~] Both Red and German (6)
(Was it for ~erman measles, sometimes known as Rubella or 3-d.y measles,
2 ~ Red measles [8-day) only
OR was it for Red measles, sometimes known os 8-day measles,
3 c] German measles (Rubella,
OR did -- receive shots for both?)
3-day) 00IY
9 [~J DK k,”d
5.. When did -- receive the measles shot? 50. MO. —Date —
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .-—
b. Where did -- receive the measles shot - at o clinic, hospital, school, doctor’s office, or some other place?




I - Doctor+s of f$ce (G,OUD pract,.e or doctor, s .Ii”, c) 3 - Pub!,. Health Cl, mc 8- Other - SPec, fy
2- H.aspI 1.1 outpattem cl,., c or emergency room 4- School (specify)
$a. When did -- receive the shot for Red measles, sometimes know” os 8-doY measles? 6.. ~u . —Data _
------- ._ ---- _ --------- _ ---- _ - _ -- _ - _ - ______ -----_, --------------------------------- ---
b. Where did -- receive this shot - at a clinic, hospital, school, doctor s office, or some other place?
If clime: Was it a hospital outpatient clinic, a company clinic, a public health clinic or some other kind of clinic?
b. 12348
7
I - Doctor’s of f,ce (Group pra.ttce or do.mr’s cl, mc) 3- Public Health Cl, n,c 8- Other - Specify
2- HosP, cal .mtpat, ent .!,.,. or emer~e”cy room 4- School Wmc:fy)
70. When did -- receive the shot for Germon measles, sometimes known as Rubella cm 3-daY measles? 3%. Mo. — Date —
-------------------------------------------- _____________________________________ .__. __ —-. —.. -—____ -.—
b. Where did -- receive this shot - at a clinic, hospital, school, doctor’s office, or some other place?
If clinic Was it o hospital outpatient clinic, a company clinic, a public health clinic or some other kind of clinic?
b. 1234
8?
I - Doctor.. of f,.. (G,o”P Pract, ce or doctor., cl, nic) 3 - Publ, c Health Cl,.,. 8- Other - Specify
2- Hosmtal outpatient clan,. or emergency mom 4- School fSpeclfyl
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I ~ Under 17 I ❑ Under 17 I ❑ Under 17 I O Under 17 I m Under 17
2C]17+fNPJ s 2D 17 + (NPJ 20 1? + (NPJ s 2D 17 + (NP) 2D 17 + (NP)
tY 2 N (2) s DK [z) 1a. IY 2 N (2) 9 DK (2) If 2 N (2) 9 DK (2) 1.. tY 2 N (2) 9 DK (2J ,Y 2 N (2) 9 DK (2)
--------------------- --- ------------------- -------------------- --- -------------------- -------------------
no. —Date — b. Mo, Date Mo. — Date_ b. M.. — Date — M.. Date
-------------------- --- ------------------- -------------------- --- -------------------- ------------------- .
1234
87 “ ‘23487 ‘234’7 ‘“ ‘234’? ‘2348?
(Specify) (spacNy) (S,oecffy)
IY 2 N (SJ
fspec ffy) (Speclfyl
9 DK (3) 2.. lY 2 N (3) 9 DK (SJ lY 2 N (3J 9 DK (3) 20. !Y 2 N (3) 9 DK (3J IY 2 N (3J 9 DK (3)
------ -------------- , ---- ------------------- -------------------- --- -------------------- ------------------- -
I r. ] Vaccine by mouth
b.
I ❑ Vaccine by mouth I ❑ Vaccine by mouth ~. I ❑ vaccine by mouth
z r [Shot 2 m Shot
I ❑ Vaccine by mouth
z ❑ ShOI 2 ❑ Shot 2 ❑ Shot. . - — ---------------- ---- ------------------- -------------------- --- -------------------- ------------------- -
Mo. —Date _ c. Mo. Dare M.. — Date — c. Mm Date M.. Date









(Spat Ily) (Spec fly) (SpecNyJ (Specify)
IY
(Spec/fy)
2 N (4) 9 DK (4) so. lY 2 N (4) 9 DK (4) lY 2 N (4J 9 DK (4) 30. IY 2 N (4) 9 DK (4) IY 2 N (4) 9 DK (4)
, ------------------- ---- ------------------- -------------------- . --- -------------------- --------------------
-------------------Me.—onto — b. Ho. — Date— Mo. Date b. Mm — Date — M.. — Date_











(Spaolty) fSPaclfyJ (Specify) (specrtyl (Specify)
IY 2 N (NPJ 9 OK (NPj 40. IY 2 N (NPJ 9 DK (NP) !Y z N (NPJ 9 DK (NPJ 4a. lY 2 N [NPJ 9 DK (NP) lY 2 N (NP) 9 DK (NP)
, ----------------- .-. ---- ------------------- ------------------- ---- -------------------- --------------------
! ~ Both Red and German (6) b. I ❑ Both Red and German (6) I ❑ Both Red and Germs” (6) b. ! O Both Red and German (6J I ❑ Both Red and German (6)
2 ~ Red measles (B-day) only z ❑ Red m=.sles (8-day) only 2 ❑ Red mea. 1.s (s-day) .mly z ❑ Red mea. 1.s (E-day) O“IY 2 ❑ Red rneas le. (E-day) only
~ U Ge-n M-t- (Rubella. 3El GermanIII--l= (Rub=fla,3 •3 German measles (Rubella.
3-dmy) Wlb 3-day) OIIIY
3 ❑ Germs” measles (Rubella, 3 ❑ German measles (Rubelln.
3-day) .Ay
9 rl Di? kind
34.7) only 3-day) only
9 ❑ OK kind 9 ❑ OK kind 9 ❑ DK kind 9 ❑ OK kind
M., -—Date — s.. Mo. — Dal. — Mm — Date — 50. Mm
--- ----------- ___---E!:---
Date M..
















(NP) NPJ (NP) (NPI (NP,
(Spociry) (specify) (SpeclfyJ (Specify) (SpecNy)
MO. —Date _ 6.. no. — DaIc_ MD. — Date — 6.. M.. — Date — Mo. Date










(Sp.clly) (specify) (Specify) (Speclfyl (Spec I/y)
M.. —Date _ 7*. M.. — Date — M.. — Date — 7.. M.. Date _ M.. Dam _









(specify) (specNy) (Specify) (Specilyl
87
Mark box or ask:
1, Did -- ●ver serve in the Armed Forces of the United States?
2a. In which branch or branches of +h.s Armed Forces did --serve?
Mark all that apply
[f only one entry in 2a, mark corresponding box; otherwise ask:
b. In which did -- serve most recently?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
~.when did -- Serve in the entry i“ 2b) ? Vietnam Era (Aug. ’64 to April ’75) . . . . VN
Circle code in descending order of priority. Thus if
Korean War (June ‘50–Jan.’55). . . . . . . . KW
person served in Vietnam and in Korea, circle VN.
World War II (Sept. ‘40–JuIY ’47) . . . . . . WW II
World War I (April ‘17-Nov. ’16) . . . . . . WW I
Post Vietnam (May ‘7S to present) . . . . . PVN
Other Service (all other periods). . . . . . . 05
------------------------------------------------------------------------- . . .
d. In what year did -- leave the ~entry i; 2b)?
e. How mony total years did -- serve on octive duty in the (entries in 2a)?
----------------------------------------------------------------------- . . .
f. Does -- have a service connected disability?
30. Does -- get retirement payments or a pension from the (entry in 2b) or the Veterans Administration?
---------- .-- —-------- .---------------- —. ----— . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .













[ 1 Under 17 (NP1
IY 2 N lNFII
1 El A,,F.,..
2[:\Arrny
3 [: I Navy
4 ➤] Marines
5 [:] Coast Guard
1 ~] AIr Force
z El Army
3 c] Navy
a L] Mar, nes
s [: 1 Coast Guard
I VN 5 PVN
KW 6 0s




Y 5 N (NPI
88
[ I !hirr 17 lNPJ
IY 2 N (NPJ
I I ( A,, For.,
? I I Amy
I I I N,IVY
I 1 [ Mm{.,,
i I I Cmsr Gmrd
I :1 Air For..
! I ] Army
I I I Nnvy
IT Marines
I _l Crest Guard
VN 5 PVN
KW 6 OS






Y 5 N (NP)
















r] Under 17 (NP)
lY 2 N (NPJ




5 u Coast Guard




5 ❑ Coast Guard
1 VN 5 PVN
2 KW 6 OS







Y 5 N (NP)
1 a Service zUVA
L-] Under 17 (NP)
IY 2 N (NPJ
I U AIr F.f.e
2 ~] Amy
3 U Navy
a C! Mar Ones
s ❑ Coast Guard
. . . .




5 ❑ Coast Guard
! VN 5 PVN
2 KW 6 DS








Y s N (NP)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .















C] Under 17 (f#P)
lY 2 N (NPI
I ❑ Alr p-e
z C! Army
3Cl Navy
4 u Mar, nes





5 ❑ Cc.asC Guard
_- —__ --_-_-—. .._—
1 VN 5 PVN
2 KW 6 OS






Y 5 N (NP)
1 c] service 2~vA
~] Under 17 (NP)
lY 2 N (NPJ




5 ~] Coast Guard
I rJ At, Force
z Cl Army
3 U Navy
4 C] Mar, nes
5 Cl CLUSC Guard
1 VN 5 PVN
2 KW 6 0s








Y s N (NPI
.-
1 [~ Ser.,.. 2L:)VA
89
49. Does anyone in this fmnil receive assistance through the “Aid to




b. Which (other) family members are included in the AFDC assistance payment?
Mark “AFDC” box in person’s column.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4b.
c. Are any other family members included in this program? Y (Reask 4b and c)
N





b. Who receives this check? Mark 4’SS1” box in person’s column.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .-_. ,_’_!l:s!-------------
5b.
c. Anycme ●lse? Y (Remk 5b and c)
N
6a. There is a mtienal program called Medicaid which poys for ~ealth care Y
for persons in need. (In this Stote it is also coiled_.
During the past 12 months, has anyone in this family received
N (7)
health care which has been or will be paid for by Medicaid (or_ )?
------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
b. Who was this? Mark “Medicaid” box in persm’s colurm. 6b. I r~ Medlcmd
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ------- ------------ .
c. Anyone ●lse? Y [Reask 6b and c)
N
7a. Does anyone in the family now havp a Medicaid (Qr _
like this? Show Med]caid card.
) card which looks Y
N (8)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .--, . --+------ ----------
b. Who is this? Mark “’Card” box in person’s column.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .--, _: E-A::: -------------
7b.
c. Anyone else? Y (Reask 7b and c)
N
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -.--------- __ —----- .
If “Card, ” ask: [” j Med,caod card seen ~
d. May I please see --’s (and --) card(s)?
Mark appropriate box(es) in person’s column.
d. I ~] Current
2 ❑ Expired
3 [ J No card see”
8 [~ Other card seen
7
(Specw)
80. During the pst 12 months, has anyone in the family received heulth Y 1
care provided or paid for by the Veterans Administration? N (9)
----. ..-: ------------------------------------------------------------------------- .-. = -------- ------------- .
b. Who was this? Mark “VA” box in person’s column, ISb. l[:]VA
-------------------------- ,------------------------------------------------------ . ..- -.. .__ —------------ .








.--_ --. . ----- —----
--------------- . . . .
I I 1 Mcd, ca, d
..-. .-. ------ ___ —-
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ( I card
.- . - .-- .-- . ---- .. ”. . --------
--------------- “.-
/ ] Md,c,wd C3KI see. ~
, [ I current
z I I Exp,,cd
3 I ( No card seen


































[ ] Meal, c.wd card seen ~
t [:1 Current
21.1 ‘Xplred
3 [ I No card seen











2 D Exp, red
3 ~—j No card seen





. ..-- _--- —------------
I ~ Medtca, d
I ~ Card
.---------_-.------
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IZ Meal, ca, d card seen
7
1 El C.rre.t
2 Q Exp, red
3 [ j No card $,,”
8 ~:, Other card seen
7
(Spec, fy)




Mark box or ask: ,- ) Under 17 (NPI
9a. About how tall is -- without shoes? 9.. _ Feet — Inch,
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ .-. ..-. -—. ..-. .. ——. - —.
b. About how much does -- weigh without shoes? b. Pounds
Mark box or ask: ,;) Under 17 (NP)
10.. What is the highest grade or year -- attended in school? 10.. 00: None INPI
Ele,n: 1234567
H,gh; 9 10 II 12
College: I 2 3 4 5 6+
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---
b. Did -- finish the -- grade (year)? b. lY 2N
Hand Card R
Mark box or ask:
llw Pleasti give me the number of the group or groups which
11,7. ~ I Under 17 (NPI
describes --’s racial background.
C!rcle all that apply. 12345 7
1 - Alaskan Native or American Indian
2- Asian or Pacific Islander
3- Black
4 – White
5- Another group not listed – Please specify.
ISpec,lyl
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---
If multiple entries ask: 12345~




Mark box or ask:
rJ Under 17 INPI ,
120. Are any of those groups --’s national origin or o“cestry? 12.. ,y 2 N (NP1
(Where did --’s ancestors come from?)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---
b. Please give me the number of the group. b.
Circle all that apply. [2345678
I - Puerto Rican 5 – Mexi can-Ameri can
2 – Cuban 6- Ch, cano
3 – Mexican 7- Other Latin American
4- Mexicano 8- Other Spanish
‘OOTNOTES
I I Under 17 INPI
— Feet — Inch.
— Pounds
I ] Under 17 (t#P)
00 I I None (NP)
Elm): 12345678
H,Eh: 9 10 II 12
College: I 2 3 4 5 6+
IY 2N


































Hlth: 9 10 II !2
College, I 2 3 4 5 6.
------------------
IY 2N







~i Under 17 (NP)
lY 2 N (NP)
------------------
12325678





00 ~ N.”e INP)
Elem: 1234567)
High: 9 10 II 12
College: I 2. 3 4 5 6+






~ I Under 17 (NPJ

























D Under 17 (NP)
00 ❑ None (NP)
Elem: 1234567
High: 9 10 II 12
Col[ege: I 2 3 4 5 6+
------------------
lY 2N








G Under 17 (NP)
1-T’ 2 N (NP)
------------------
12345678
~ Under 17 (NPI
— Feet _lnche
— Pounds
~ Lkder 1? (NP)
00 ❑ Nme (NP)
Elern: 1234567
Hizh: 9 10 II 12
Collqe: ! 2 3 4 5 6-
.-____-——-_—---—-.
IY 2N







❑ Under 17 (NP)




Mark box or ask:
130. Did -- work at any time I.ast week or the week before - not counting work .aro.nd tbe house?
I I Under 17 INPJ
13.. 1 Y (14) 2 N
b. Even though -- did not work during these 2 weeks, does he hove a iob or business? b. ,Y 2N
. . -- — - . ------ —--- .. —_-.-... . ..-.
c. Was he looking for work or on I.ay.aff from a lob? c. !Y 2 N (14J
d. Which - looking for work or on layoff from a iob?
d. , ,: I Look, ng 31:; ~.~h
2, I Layoff
Ask for all 14.. FW whom did -- work? t’!ame of company, business, orgamzatton, or Other emPl OYer 14.. Employ,,
persons voth
a “Yes”
In 13a, b, or c. b. What kind of business or industry is this? For example, TV and rad!o manufacturing, b. lndw[rr
If “Yes” in 13c
reta! I shoe store, State Labor Dept., farm
only, questions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-




lob. d. What were --’s most important activities or duties? For example, types, keeps account books,
d. Dut,,s““
flies, sells cars, operates prlntmg press, flnrshes concrete
.-
Complete from entries In 14a-d; [f not clear, ask: class of worker
e. Was -- an employee of PRIVATE company, business, or individual e.
forwages, s.l.ry, orcmnmission? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..P
, ]_l P 5 [:] I
-- a FE DE RALgovemment employee?, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . F
--a STATE g.avernment emPl.aYee? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..S
~.F
L- 6 ~:, SE
--a LOCAL government employ ee? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L
-- self-employed in OWN business, professional practice, or farm?
3~s 7 u WP
If not a farm, ask: IS the business incorporated?
Yes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..f
4 1~1 L 8 r.] NEV
No (or farm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..SE
-- working WITHOUT PAY in family business or form? . . . . . . . . WP
-- NEVER WORKED . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..NEV
.,
Hand Card I
5. Which of those income ~rmtps represents your total combined fo”i[y income for the past 12 months - 15.
thot is, yours, your -- s, etc. ? Include income from all sources such os wages, salaries, social
00::]A OGI )E OEI(:JI
security or retirement benefits, help from relatives, rent from property, and so forth. 011:]0 05[_]F 091:]J
02[~C .361 lG 10[ IK
03 IJ D 07~lH
6a. Which (ether) family members received some income during the past 12 months?
Mark “’lnco”e” box. zn person’s column.
16..
.— —____ ----- -.. . . . . . . . . ..—. [~ Income
b. Did any other family members receive any income during the past 12 nw”ths? Y (Reask 16a and b)
N
If only one person with “Income” box marked, go to Household page, 00 ~] A
If 2 or more persons with “’Income” box marked, ask 17 for each,
04~lE Oal:ll
7. Which of those income groups represents --’s income for the past 12 months? 17.
oIUB 05 L:l F 09 L J
oz~c 06~lG 10~]K
03 ➤J D 07r:]H
95
E
If this questionnaire is for an
EXTRA unit, enter Control Number
If in AREA SEGMENT, LISTING SHEET
OISO enter for FIRST unit Sheet number Lone number
of original sample unit —> Ilsted on proPefty ~
TABLE X - LIVING QUARTERS DETERMINATIONS AT LISTED ADDRESS
LOCATION OF UNIT . If listed, enter If Duts,de Area Segment Am these USE OR CHARACTERISTICS CLASSIFICATION
Wh.,. . . . ,he,e qua,! .,. I.toted? sheet and line boundary, mark box below. (sDec!fy Iocoflo.1
Enter exe. t descr#pt#o. or Iocot,.., e.g., boseme. t,
number STOP STOP and - q.orlets for more OCCUPIEO
2nd {1..,, ,,.,
Table i, and than one group
ALL QUARTERS N - N., a ,epa,me unit -
continue i.ter-
. Go t. next 1,., of Table X,
of people? 0. these quarter, in
After e“t.r, n~ descr, pc,cm o, !. C. C, O”: ,f addn, onal q.arters
Add ..c.p.nt, t.
view for Do *h. .ceuponts
. ,n Area Segment, go to (3)
determmed.
(Specify Ioc.rm.) hove this questio. noire.
origi. ol s.mple II e%’,,,,, 6;11 of these (sDec, f, [Comt+efeo ,ep.rate
E . In other type of Segments, unit. OR *“, 1,. f. l., 10.0,,..1 q“.arlers Oirect 0...ss C.mpl.te kitchen
we. oo.natr. for
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2. Replaced blood used by a relative or friend.
3. Unpaid donation to a blood bank to assure free blood for this family
In the future.
4, Other unpaid blood donation which was not for replacement and did
not assure free blood for this family in the future.
5. Some other reason - Svcify
CARD C
Conditions reported for which questions 3a-3e need not be asked:
Acne Hemorrhoids or piles (any kind)
Appendicitis Hernia (any type)
Arteriosclerosis Kidney stones
Arthritis (any kind) Laryngitis
Athlete’s foot Migraine (any kind)






Corns Sinus (any kind)
Croup Strep (Streptococcus) throat
Diabetes (any type) Tonsillitis


















Missing hand – all or part
Missing arm – all or part
Missing foot – all or part
Missing leg– all or part
Trouble, stiffness oranydeformity of-foot, Ieg, fingers, arm, or back
CARDI
Under $1,000 (including loss) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group A
$1,000 –$!,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group B
$2,000 –$ 2,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group C
$3,000 –$3,%’9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group O
$4,000 – $ 4,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group E
$5,CQ0 -$ 5,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group F
$6,000 – $ 6,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group G
$ 7,000 -$ 9,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group H
SIO,OOO -$14,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group I
$15,000 –$24,999 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Group J
G?5,000andover . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. GrOup K
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CARD N CARD P
1. Care received through Medicaid or Welfare.
2. Unemployed, or reasons related to unemployment.
3. Can’tobtain insurance because ofpoorhealti, illness, or age.
4. Tooe%pensive, can’tafford health insurance.
5. Dissatisfied with fwevious insurance.
6. Don’t believe in insurance.
7. Have ~een healthy, not much sickness in the family,
haven t needed health insurance.
8. Military dependent, (CHAMPU5), veterans’ benefits.








7. Other Latin American
8. Other Spsnish
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1. Have two or more usual doctors or places, depending on what is wrong.
2. Haven’t needed a doctor.
3. Previous doctor no longer available.
4. Haven’t been able to find the right doctor,
5. Recently moved to area.
6, Othar reason - Please specify.
CARD R
1. Alaskan Native or American Indian
2. Asian or Pacific Islander
3. Black
4. White
5. Another group not listed - Specify
* u.S. GOVERNMEN7PRIN71NGOFFICE : 1973-0+11-240 (37)
VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS Series
S,ri(x 1, Rmgrams and Collection Procedures. –Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center fcw Health Statistics and its offices and divisions and data collection methods used and include
definitions and other material necessary for understanding the data.
S,ri,’.v 2. Data Evaluation and Methods Research. –Studies of new statistical methodology including experi-
mental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, and contributions to statistical theory.
S,rifw 3. .lnirlytical Studies. –Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies based on vital and health
st,{tistics, carrying the analysis further than the expository types of reports in the other series.
St ri,.s d, Documcrsts and Committee Reports. – Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised birth
,and death certificates.
S{ri{ x 10. Dottz From the Health Interview Survey. —Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use of
haspitd, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, all based on data collected
in a continuing naticmal household interview survey.
St rii \ 11. 1),11,1 I.”ro m the Health Examination Survey and the Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. –Data
from direct examination, testing, and measurement of national samples of the civilian noninstitu-
tion,~lizeci population provide the basis for two types of reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined
prcv:dcnce of specific diseases in the United States and the distributions of the population with respect
to physical, physiological, and psychological characteristics and (2) analysis of relationships among the
v.wious measurements without reference to an explicit finite universe of persons.
.Y,ri, \ 1l?. )ktu From the Institutionalized Population Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports from
tlwsc surveys will be in Series 13,
S, ri,,, 1.1. Dat,i an Health Resources Utilization. –Statistics on the utilization of health manpower and facilities
providing long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family planning services.
St ri,,> 1.1. Dots o n Health Resources: Manpo wer and Facilities. —Stat istics on the numbers, geographic distri-
bution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other health
occupations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
S17Lx W. Data o n Mortality, - v~ious statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or monthly
rcpmts. Special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; and statistics on characteristics of deaths not available from the vital records based on
sample surveys of those records.
S[rics 21, Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce. –Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce other
than as included in regular annual or monthly reports. Special analyses by demographic variables;
~co~+aphic and time series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on characteristics of births not
.waiktble from the vital records based on sample surveys of those records.
$trii x 22. Data From the National Mortality and Natality Surveys. –Discontinued effective 1975. Future reports
from these sample surveys based on vital records will be included in Series 20 and 21, respectively.
St rit v 23. Data From the Arational Survey of Family Growth. –Statistics on fertility, family formation and dis-
solution, family planning, and related maternal and infant health topics derived from a biennial survey
of;~ nationwide probability sample of ever-married women 15-44 years of age.
l~nrI list of titks of reports published in these series, write to: Scientific and Technical Information Branch
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